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FUNKTIONARY®: “The Best of All Possible Words—Free Your Mind with the Power to Define.” 

Dr. Blynd has unveiled to all hue-manity a life-altering, mind-enhancing and heart-expanding higher Self-

discovery and spiritual unfoldment tool called the “FUNKTIONARY: The Word Made Fresh.”  The 

organic and forever-unfolding FUNKTIONARY is designed to make your abrasive truths more aligned 

with the slippery subjective nature of reality—uncertainty, unpredictability, imperfection and incessant 

change.  Revealing your truths to yourself and then examining, testing and editing those truths in light of 

the attributes of reality are the first step in one’s awakening process.  The FUNKTIONARY is an 

experiential recursive learning tool.  Engaging the FUNKTIONARY with critical thought is your 

opportunity to uncover and challenge cherished assumptions, limiting beliefs, and constricting truths that 

determine (and circumscribe) your subjective reality.  The Funktionary, in myriad ways, helps facilitate 

your gradual but ineluctable awakening to your glorious Unbirthday—the awareness of the immortal Self. 

Thankfully, we live dynamically in reality and not in static truth.  The truth about truth has long been 

ignored instead of being understood.  Moreover, truth (both its structure and content) has been 

erroneously edified, deified and romanticized.  However, in reality’s defense, Consciousness has sprouted 

a very unique real-life expository deprogramming guide for becoming more sensitized and consciously 

aware of the quantum and oneiric (dream-like) nature of reality.  Many sages and mystics throughout 

history, in countless ways, have registered their distaste and disenchantment with both falsehood and the 

illusions of truth that we hold as sacrosanct or sacred.  Truth certainly has its cosmic function within our 

evolving walking-time dream-like lives, but it surely isn’t to make us slaves to its illusions, i.e., certainty, 

objectivity, permanence and perfection in the face of constant flux, quantum flow, morphing and 

mutation.  Reality is a universally uncertain, spontaneous, subjective, ceaselessly changing (forever-

evolving), and eternally imperfect (incomplete) state of infinity (unfathomable dream-like fantasy).  We 

are not in the world; the world is literally within us—we are the world replete with all of its myriad 

mysteries, paradoxes, joys, pains, nuances and complexities.  Just because you’re in the dark doesn’t 

mean you’re off the hook!!  With our Third-Eye we must first go Deep-See diving and take a second look. 

We have been utterly misled, misplaced and formatted into states of mind (reality boxes) that 

imperceptibly serve us our problems as our very solutions.  In order to break through the sophistry, lies, 

deceptions, oppression, repression and distortions generated, perpetrated and perpetuated by the elite 

psychopaths (dominant minority) through the ages, the FUNKTIONARY® was created to counter the 

conventional, transcend the traditional, upend the orthodox and parlay us in and out of the paradox—

where we can directly engage and confront our cherished assumptions in a manner that ushers in a higher 

level of awareness by infusing us with the fruits of a brand new “Lexiconsciousness.”  It was our shining 

prince and martyr, Brother Malcolm X, who once exclaimed to an audience: “make it plain.”  In a violent 

world of planned suffering by the pathological elite gone haywire, it is quite difficult to make hardly 

anything plain as long as we harbor a grossly distorted dualistic view of Self and the world we manifest 

(emanating from the Absolute).  We are in this fine menagerie living to love, not merely loving to live.  

Subjectivity is our true nature—the perceived cannot perceive nor can the shadow move on its own.  

The FUNKTIONARY® is an Afro-futuristic “mirrorealization” in literal space-time of the Love Divine 

Infinite Black-box Mind.  By engaging the FUNKTIONARY®, you begin to unravel nested reality boxes 

and feel knowledge vacuums, that when left unexamined and unchallenged, are responsible for the 

observable phenomenon of black holes in hue-man consciousness.  Black holes in consciousness have 

created and continue creating the all-too-clueless class, i.e., the well-fed and mislead throughout all socio-
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economic strata of society, but especially amongst the unread, misinformed, uninformed, distracted, mis-

educated, socially-conditioned and semiliterate masses separated through socialist distancing measures. 

Written from the existential dimension, the FUNKTIONARY® helps liberate words from their static-state 

and allows them to breathe again through us all via mind-to-mouth and mouth-to-mind resuscitation 

because life, oscillating between order and chaos, never remains static—but ever in continuous flux—

ceaselessly dynamic.  When we ‘mis-map’ our world we create imbalance, confusion, conflict, injustice 

and mishap in the world.  Finally there is a book available that truly serves as a sorely needed cosmic 

dose—prescribed and filled by innate Consciousness—in order to educate (tease out) the hidden 

dimensions of our lives so that we may fully embrace life with ample ‘metaphorplay,’ only this time, 

coming to terms with reality that constantly recalibrates itself.   

Through the “magic of language,” the FUNKTIONARY serves as a catalyst for accessing and fine-tuning 

the whole spectrum of consciousness while simultaneously changing the channels of human 

consciousness.  The language of consciousness allows us to create, identify and express our own choice of 

subjective reality.  By better understanding the language of consciousness operating in each channel, man 

may obtain a more expansive and comprehensive view of what we collectively take to be our respective 

personal consciousness (subjective reality) in accord with an unceasing convergence of universal 

consciousness (reality-as-infinity).  The more alignment with the unfolding harmonic convergence of 

universal consciousness with the attributes of our personal consciousness, the more luminous, symbiotic 

and harmonious man becomes in relation to his essential True Self, others, and the ecologies he inhabits. 

Hear Ye, Hear Ye, the truth shall set you up as it sets you free—once it pisses you off and after you pay 

for it dearly.  Trying to influence others so that they will help pay the price for your freedom will only 

cost you (rob you of it).  The FUNKTIONARY is no mere pedantic excursion into a variety of hoary or 

banal verities.  It is potent alchemical literary ‘textosterone;’ unprecedented in its advent, content and 

portent.  So, become phfree from the need to be free and maybe even earn your Ph.F. degree.   

There can be no mediator between “you” and Reality.  “Reality” is an agreed upon chronic hallucination.  

The quotes around the word “Reality” depict the crutches used by most folk to willfully ignore living the 

movie of one’s unmediated Reality within ‘languaculture’—an awareness, a consciousness, one that 

unpeels then reveals the hidden self and opens vistas to other ways of Being.   Wake-up, drop the 

psychological crutches, wink at the camera and the quotes will magically disappear—transforming “you” 

into the reality of the Real where false identity and false identification evaporate like the mirage they truly 

are.  This will allow “you” to become awakened (wholly present as Essence) in the Tao of Now—the 

Literal Present, and become an ever-unfolding gift as your Immortal Cosmic Self arising out of the pyre 

from your discarded false Self (egoic separate sense of self).  As your Unique Self unveils and your False 

Self declines—let it dawn upon you or simply realize, you never needed a shadow to shine.   

Unscramble the preamble to (what constitutes) “your” eternal aboriginal Unique Self.  And remember, 

“you” are ever as phfree as your True Self realizes or decrees.  Cosmic, yet so down to earth—you can’t 

afford to miss (much less ignore) what the material held within this book is truly worth.  Even if you turn 

around and close your eyes, you’re still gonna’ see where I’m coming from! 
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EXCERPTS 

Alive – living fearlessly according to one’s true nature—unfolding the God-Self-Divine within the praxis of 

time.  Alive means forsaking invisibility (illusive security through obscurity) and risking becoming visible 

(openly vulnerable to universal uncertainty) wholly present in the Now.  “The Glory of God is man fully 

Alive.” ~ St. Irenaeus.  (See: Invisible, Divine Moments, Uncertainty, PlayForce, Hohm, God-Self-Divine, 

Security, Outlaw, Presence, Shatterday, Enlightenment, The Way, Letting Go, Leaving Home & Life) 

 

Amen – the ancient Khemitic word meaning “concealed or hidden, that which cannot be perceived.” 2) the 

original imperceptible statefulness of energy-matter and undifferentiated consciousness (pure noumena) out 

of which everything that appears to be (phenomena) will likewise disappear and return. 3) insperiencing—

not experiencing, the aboriginal state of the unborn principle—the archetype of what the soul is to become. 

4) the vibration frequency of the God-Force. 5) the masculine aspect of the Superself. 6) the corrupted and 

truncated Christian version of the ancient Khemetic name Amenhotep, translated into the phrase “May it 

come to pass in peace.” 7) saying “Yes” to existence—open to the totality of its flow—unconditional 

surrendering (a surrealist rendering of life lived through its essence, both form and substance).  Amen is the 

title for the hidden, unknowable, or Coming One—at one time (earlier) was applied to Sebet—the 

Typhonian sun god.  Churchgoers say Amen instead of Awomen at the conclusion of prayers and songs 

unaware of the reason, i.e., because they sing hymns, not hers.  Amen is also the ancient name for 

undifferentiated consciousness, boundless energy, uncreated light, and unstructured matter—not finitized 

into a manifested (differentiated) state, condition, realm, dimension, event, or thing.  Consciousness cannot 

be created nor destroyed—Amen!  (See: Experience, Infinity, Ra, Osiris, Heru, Eternity, Immortality, 

Separate Self, Funk, Endarkenment, Christian Cryptographers, Impersonal Consciousness, Reversion, God-

Self-Divine, Kingdom of Heaven, Infinitarian, Deathlessness, Quantum Reality & Witnessing Intelligence) 

 

answer – a substitute for awareness, experience, understanding and knowingness.  There is no answer, only 

a state of consciousness where the questioning disappears within the questioner, leaving only clarity of 

vision and perception that allows one to see through and through.  Many people go on believing in answers 

arising from the same level as the question, and they never ask questions coming from the interior of their 

beings.  God is not even the answer, for God is the imperfect (incomplete) ever-evolving state of incessant 

unfolding where the question has disappeared but the deeper mystery of life remains afresh.  Unlearn the 

answers that have been provided to you without your innermost questioning present so that the question 

becomes crystal clear resonating in sync with the sound-vibration of the questioner.  Remember, the seeker 

is the sought.  Become acutely aware of the question and stay clear from the answer.  There is no answer of 

freedom from a question if the answer and the question are remitted (or arise) from the same level of 

consciousness.  Use truth as a process not as a goal.  Don’t let the answer come like a shot to the back—

while running from reality, only the truth will fade to black.  Don’t let the answer come like a knee to the 

groin—all-the-while knowing, that there is no greater lie than the static truth that refutes the dynamic nature 

of reality, whether going or coming.  There is nothing wrong with all of your answers having friends, such 

that if and when reality knocks at the door of truth, your answers must invite reality in.  When you learn to 

work outside of logic’s limitation, you “experience” the answer, just as you experienced the question—there 

will be an instantaneous knowing and feeling arising simultaneously.  (See: Fundamental Question, Dogma, 

Open-Minded, Knowledge, Memory, Surrender, Reality, Truth, Solution & Awareness) 

 

awakened love – an expansive openness and gratitude towards life uncaused and prior to any feeling or 

experience associated with or attached encountering life in the moment.  Awakened love “is a love that 

loves to live this life because in life it is actually meeting itself moment to moment.” ~Adyashanti.  
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Awakened love is the One meeting itself, realizing itself, experiencing itself; sharing itself.  (See: Real 

Love, Innocence, Pure Love, True Love, Prajna, Sacred Hub, Grace, Gratitude, Giving & Heart-Center) 

 

balance – the natural way of true unfoldment (letting go) of everything that is artificially imposed through 

the endless inner journey to the Self, the ‘microcosmos,’ into the Tao (larger life-flow) i.e., the 

‘macrocosmos.’ 2) the integration (synthesis) of awareness into experience. 3) Ma’at. 4) finding and 

maintaining a place in one’s experience where one is able to participate in the movie of consensus reality 

while remaining totally aware that what one is experiencing is a projection of one’s mind within 

consciousness. 5) reconciling the timely with timelessness. Everything proceeds and recedes—as so with the 

breath—so with the Tao.  Maintaining balance does not mean equalizing the quantities of two opposites (or 

extremes)—life is movement and balance is that which keeps symmetry and asymmetry in proper relation 

likewise with centropy and entropy.  Balance is not a static phenomenon; it isn’t a noun, but a verb—

balancing, a dynamic process.  Balancing is the ability to behold the illusion while knowing the reality—

maintaining a posture that sustains non-judgmental ‘choiceless’ awareness.  Balancing is always about 

calibrating and equilibrating while remaining in constant motion accepting the extremes of both sides of 

movement but never identifying with either of them.  Balance cannot be forced, it may only come of its own 

accord as soon as you become unidentified (uninvolved but not disinterested) and begin witnessing.  

Balance is a verb—not a noun.  (See: “Holding Balance,” Witnessing, Tao, Reciprocity, Centering, Positive 

Thinking, Change, Awareness, Maya, The One, Triangulation, Relationships, Ma’at, Sacred Union, 

Horizontal Energies, Vertical Energies, Neuralife, BASIC, Letting Go, Centroversion & “Seating”) 

 

becoming – the transformation to beingness transparent like air—no one can touch you, unless desired, but 

you can feel everything. 2) the innate capacity to develop, overstand and embrace change while abiding in 

the changeless state of conscious awareness. 3) aligning thy self with the Supreme Self. 4) moving into the 

peak of Being—suchness. 5) the song of ancient knowing. 6) an intersection of Space-Time-Being-History-

Origin-Source without a traffic light—you are the incident and witness to it. 7) apparent change on the 

canvas of the sempiternal changeless.  In general, everything becoming, is unreal, transitory and illusory, 

i.e., an object that becomes (in a moment) what is not (a moment later).  All things arise spontaneously.  

Becoming is the innocence of the infinite intelligence within reverting back to the original unlimited and 

unmanifested Godself—Atman—the child, the purity of Self.  Metaphysically speaking, becoming is a 

mirage created by the dance of thought and experiential reality giving the impression of becoming and be-

going.  We are not what we become and what we become is not what we are.  In reality, everything happens 

spontaneously and uncaused as a reconfiguration or self-relation of Consciousness within it.  (See: Master, 

Egoing, Guru, Atman, Suchness, Isness, Advaita, Manifestation, Parmenides, Reversion, Existential Self-

Relation, Reversion, Neuralism, Supreme Consciousness, Tathagata, Ego, True Self & Life-Force)  

 

Beef Garden – the fertile soil where the bitter seeds of unfathomable pain, anger, torment, hate, spite, 

despair and violence are planted with tears of unspeakable grief shed through the compassion of 

forgiveness.  The Beef Garden is the sacred space and placid place where all “beefs” are finally laid to rest 

in peace.  The Beef Garden is serves as a vivid on-going vigil, memorial, self-reflecting pool, vengeance 

cemetery and flowering love-garden of hope—the blossoming ecology of forgiving reciprocity.  The spirit 

of man (‘spiritus mundi’) seems to be unable or unwilling to cease active participation in the spiritual 

morphine of violence and naked aggression (political, religious, personal and economic).  In the Beef 

Garden, the cycle of pain and revenge is turned into one thousand seasons of harvest—the bounty (peace 

dividend) that emerges from reconciliation with oneself (as everyone else or the other), along with ending 

the inhumane cycle of violence (whether real, virtual or vicarious)—retribution, homicide, aggression, 

brutality, control, corruption, and retaliation—supplanted with the highest in humanity and humility.  If we 
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cannot learn to live in peace, we will all rest in peace.  Everybody needs their own piece in order to 

experience peace—sharing, giving and forgiving are natural dividends of piece-based peace.  In the Beef 

Garden, we cultivate the abolition of indifference and weed out any hindrance to spiritual growth and shared 

abundance.  How can you have peace if you don’t have anything at all?  Performing kind acts and creating 

beautiful deeds sprout fulfillment of everyone’s hopes and needs.  You cannot just take a piece with your 

piece and expect there to be any peace in its wake.  You must hold peace in your heart before you can hold 

out for a piece in your hand or in your life.  Peace is not a destination; it is a process that has to be learned 

and forged as we spiritually develop and manifest our potential as brilliant rays of the Divine.  When we are 

in a state of senility of our innate divinity—our sense of separateness leaks into the violence of an objective 

“other” even if it’s as close as our own blood brother, guardian, father, sister, cousin or mother.  We must be 

in tune with the frequency of loving-kindness in order to channel forgiveness and through self-love atone.  

We are musical instruments with limitless Love-Light as our guiding filament.  Our shattered and dejected 

lives scattered like shards of broken glass are projected murals reflected upon the façade of abandoned hope 

made from pieces of dreams rejected and deferred.  “If you hate a person, you hate something in him that is 

a part of yourself.  What isn’t part of ourselves doesn’t disturb us.” —Herman Hesse.  In the Beef Garden, 

we visualize the scenic bloom overcoming and arising out of the chronic gloom of violence, malice, self-

alienation and self-hatred.  Don’t let your troubled heart harden; bury the hatchet and plant the hurt deep in 

the Beef Garden.  We must learn to sponge-down (unburden and uplift) ourselves from our pain and have 

the moxie to not live our lives in vain by proxy through the crucible of recycled violence.  We cannot 

manifest the peace as long as we stir unrest in beef.  (See: Compassion, Forgiveness, Acceptance, Love, Joy, 

Agape, Spiritual Quotient, Karma, Racism, White Supremacy, Awakening, Ubuntu, Death, Song, DROOL, 

Fear, Responsibility, Oppression, Fishbowl, Trigger Mortis, Control, Government, Incarceration, Hate, 

Asili, Respect, Other, True Love, Family, Separateness, Plantation Planet, Surveillance, Justice, Beauty, 

Egoing, Police, Letting Go, Maturity, Conditioning, Atonement, Anger, True Relationship & Brutality) 

 

Breakthroughs – insights that come from a higher (refined) frequency of natural thought (non-analytical).  

Breakthroughs, in their nature, are new and profound realizations in overstanding psychological funktioning 

itself—not a mere shift in understanding within our accepted notions of the interactions between mind, brain 

and consciousness.  Breakthroughs simply cannot happen if you are deliberately seeking them through what 

you already know or hold to be true.  It’s virtually impossible (highly improbable) to have a breakthrough 

when you are actively using your intellect or analytical thinking to evaluate, compare, agree with, or judge 

against existing reality boxes through which one views her life through.  A break-shift from understanding 

into overstanding can’t occur when you’re deliberately processing new distinctions (subtle or gross) through 

your already-existing memories about yourself, the nature of change, reality, truth, life and your place 

within it.  Breakthroughs are necessary due to psycholesterol and the suffering resulting from its 

accumulating effects on both your outlook and inner view to life.  Breakthroughs happen instantly, coming 

as sudden radical shifts of view seemingly from out of the blue.  However, breakthroughs don’t happen 

through a mind that is tensed, conflicted, constricted and fuzzy.  You cannot help others understand unless 

they are looking in their own life.  Breakthroughs are palpable feeling-realizations, not just subtle mental 

shifts or colorings, but a feeling of exhilaration or inspiration accompany breakthroughs.  Without 

experiencing any change in the content of your life, there will be a new context (vista) from which you 

perceive life and your navigation through it.  Breakthroughs into overstanding are permanent—once you’ve 

had a breakthrough, it never leaves you.  Breakthroughs happen when you relax into a humble mode of 

mental quietude, natural listening (preceding your memories and reality-box filtering), and begraced 

humility (willingness to entertain and accept things you don’t know or that go against the grain of truth you 

already do know).  Breakthroughs are like breakbeats in the mind of process thinking.  Snap your fingers, 

and do your steps, you can breakthrough all by yourself—now let me see you do it!  (See: Seeking, 
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Searching, Inner Work, The Path, Ego-Based Truth, Psycholesterol, The Way, Second Slander, Upper 

Room, SLAP-House, Third Door, Higher Ignorance, Second Wind, Awakening, AHA! & Reality Boxes) 

 

Brainbow Bridge – the connecting crossing between the left and right hemispheres of the human brain.  By 

reading and contemplating the Funktionary, one activates or secretes mental viscosity that coats the surface 

of the brainbow bridge thereby allowing more fluid and instantaneous neuro-synaptic (axon and dendritic) 

flow back and forth (neuronic-oscillation) from both sides of the brain.  As the amount of traffic increases 

across the brainbow bridge—the calcification around the pineal gland (First Eye) begins to decalcify 

allowing new vistas, insights and clarity of vision into the hologram of wholeness—the Totality.  The 

Brainbow Bridge allows you to rhythm your analysis, paint your cogitation and dance your inductive 

reasoning—where your body becomes electric.  The brain itself is only an interface.  Brainbow Bridge is the 

cross-hemisphere connection.  We use our innate brain-based skills (machinations) without conscious 

awareness prior to our belief of using them—after we will them.  Our brain-mind tricks us into thinking we 

are doing real-time things that we have in fact already done.  Brain potentials are firing three hundred 

milliseconds before you have the conscious intention to act.  So before you are aware that you’re thinking 

about moving your arm or leg, your brain is already at work preparing to make the movement.  Well, so 

much for volition.  The only thing that counts is information about the world in the brain, not whether 

accurately maps (resembles) the world.  Despite the fact that we are only watching a movie of the dream-

past through consciousness that we project called “our life,” our brains convince us that we are engaged—

partaking in effecting the movie of our life as if it were happening in real-time instead of reel-time.  

Somebody pass me the popcorn!  The parade I see in front of me is a charade played out by my brain acting 

before I know about it.  Who’s zooming whom?  My mind chooses, then my brain performs the preview; I 

observe it in the Dream-Past as a review in the Literal Present.  Any event we “see” is at least 50 

milliseconds old—it is already of the dream-past.  Between our initial glimpse and our second registration 

sense of it changes have occurred.  If we were to superimpose the first instance with the second image—the 

picture would not be identical, and possibly even blurred.  This much can be said to hold true—the brain 

always knows before you do!  Over the Brainbrow Bridge we cross Rolando’s Fissure.  (See: Pineal Gland, 

Rolando’s Fissure, Choice, Paraquantology, Predictive Perception, Thyroid Gland, Shiftwork, Shiftworking, 

PlayForce, Upper Room, Kundalini, Free Will, Kingdom of Heaven, Will, Volition & Pituitary Gland) 

 

Broken-heartless – He rummages through the neon nights searching for the cipher to decode wrongs 

encrypted in unreconciled rites.  With long don’t-stop thighs she exercises the release-recoil-snap of 

elasticized lies—words masticated right in front of your very own eyes.  What is it like getting chewed-out 

by someone while eating their own words?  When we drink the elixir of mystery with a chaser of true 

conscience, our false selves cease to be an accessory to the unfolding melodrama.  An audience suddenly 

unclapped its ovation in the form of staged “down-roar” fading into the night from diminished light.  

Latticed language bespoke of silent weepy trails of long-lost cause travails.  Dust ascending into the air 

swirling like cigarette smoke in time-elapsed symmetry signaling the end of “where do we begin?”  Fraught 

with thought bandaged in gauze just bought, it still hurts to think plaintively of her as not my own—a deep 

wound down to the marrow of my bone.  When we live our lives together too fast, the present will foreclose 

on the future-memories of the dream-past.  Neither neighbors nor lovers anymore, so we just call it the 

house in the ‘hood; and it ain’t all-bad, but neither is it all-good.  Stetson-capped phantoms cold-lampin’ 

with sugar-frosted seraphim smiles aligned single file on the front lawn, all-the-while preparing you for the 

perpetual mourning without any semblance of an emerging dawn.  Distilled spirits contentiously banter over 

the difference between evaporation and condensation giving deference to Old-Man Moonshine who knows 

better than the two combined.  White lightening in black face is a sight to see but not as sad as sight with a 

heart that no longer feels the need nor longs to see—blinded by what’s yet (or expectation of what ought) to 
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be.  What happens when what comes into play to mend abruptly comes to an end?  Can you, will you, help 

me comprehend?  Arise and take heed in this whisper, “make love tender, the currency is crisper.  The 

frequency becomes brisker, and you won’t be left broken heartless forever longing just to frisk her.”  (See: 

Relationships, Separation, Divorce, Four Winds, True Conscience, Love, Junk Sex & Matrimony) 

 

cementality – the non-intuitive and unwise state of mind and approach to Life wherein one attempts to set 

one’s position unshakably firm (cemented) as soon as possible into a conviction, and then defends any given 

position(s) against any reality (changes) to these positions with fanatical vim and fervent vigor.  People who 

live in truth (and not reality) function with a cementality.  But, since we live in reality (dynamically in real 

life) and not in truth (static, predictable, certain, artificial life) we must take and make provisional action 

decisions for this time, now; keeping an open mind by suspending belief and disbelief.  Living in reality 

allows one’s position(s) to gradually evolve (morph) based on learning (and unlearning) from day-to-day 

testing, i.e., personal experience, per se—evolving from absolute truth to objective truth to subjective truth 

to reality-based truth.  (See: Absolute Truth, Objective Truth, Subjective Truth, Reality Boxes, Truth-Based 

Truth, Believing, Academented, Ideology, Spontaneity, I-Concept, Split-Mind, Whole-Mind, Attachment, 

Consciousness, Neuralasticity, Indoctrination, Cultural Conditioning & Reality-Based Truth) 

 

“changed man” – a man who is full of shit. 2) one who believes that it is easier to keep changing one’s life 

rather than to live it, or more accurately, having it lived.  The determining factor depends on whether 

someone else has changed him or whether he has really changed himself by himself through himself for 

himself only.  As long as you think that “I” is a “me,” you will never change—never be phfree.  Remember, 

you have to examine your excrement to realize your increment.  “If he can take it like a man, he can take it 

off like a man.”  One of the hazards of refusing to embrace change in yourself is getting locked into the 

habit of trying to change others so you can have the illusion of staying the same.  Why waste your energy on 

trying to change others when you can use it to flow with the changes happening in your own life-movie?  

(See: Politicians, Substitute Living, Freedom, The Shit, Cheating, Affair, Change & Kingdom of God) 

 

“cheating” – having your cake and sampling others too. 2) being unfaithful or true to one’s self.  70% of 

men “cheat” in America, the rest “cheat” in Mexico, Canada or the Caribbean.  “It is impossible for a man 

to be cheated by anyone but himself.” ~Ralph Waldo Emerson.  You get what you play for.  Gotta’ be good 

for yourself; that’s what you’ve got to do—you can’t be good for nobody else if you can’t be true to you—

Good God!  (See: Pitts Technique, Maybe Love, Layaway Love, Affair, Wedlock, Matrimony & Adultery) 

 

Christ Consciousness – the dawning or realization of nonduality (anciently known as Heruhood from 

whence the original concept came) embracing complete unity of Intelligence with feeling-realization; the 

unification of life-affirming living waters “thought-deeds” infused with the wisdom of dynamic conscious 

change (raised up from the level mythic consciousness).  Realization of Christ consciousness or the 

Kingdom of Heaven happens inwardly by the complete renewing of our minds (Rom. 12:2) so that we can 

authentically say, “We have the mind of Christ” (1 Cor. 2:16).  Christ consciousness is not elimination of 

sin, evil, egotism and other illusions of neurotic separateness—but transformation of it through 

incorporating and transcending it through the very overstanding of its nature and reversing its narrowing of 

reality with respect to the relative manifestation.  Christ consciousness is deeper and larger than mere 

freedom from ego.  It is more universal than the religion that lays claim to the name.  Christ consciousness 

is ascendant awareness, enlightenment—anointed Consciousness per se.  Christ consciousness transcends 

both religion and the personalities within or without all traditions that over the eons of time have so 

attained—with the Biblio-archetype Jesus acting as the prototype for ordinary man’s potential to realize its 

innate Divinity found within.  “Very truly, I tell you, the one who believes in me will also do the works that 
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I do and, in fact, will do greater works than these…” ~John 14:12.  There are various levels of Christ 

consciousness; however, once one is anointed in it, there is no way of seeing things the same.  “Hearing,” as 

a spiritual idea, refers to both the act of having something sacred revealed to you as well as the act of 

responding receptively to the reality-based living truth that has been heard or through grace, conferred upon 

you.  A good exposure to this realization can be found in the book “Christ Consciousness: Emergence of the 

Pure Self Within,” by Norman Paulson.  The Funktionary is concerned with the development of human 

consciousness and serves as a map to the Kingdom of Heaven (nondual consciousness) on Earth—here and 

now, close “at hand.” (Mark 1:15).  When it all comes down, will we all fall down—safe and sound—six 

underground to the groundswell of Being?  Meanwhile, overground 1 AM, watch this space—Christ, I’m 

falling into heaven with grace.  We should “seek first” the Kingdom of Heaven (Matt: 6:33), that is, the 

realization of the Kingdom of Heaven (Matt. 16:28).  The single most important teaching is that “The 

Kingdom of God is within” (Luke 17:21).  We can find it or “see” it only by going deep within ourselves.  

The inner Kingdom of Heaven (attributed to the lore of “Jesus”) would come into existence for all of us 

right here on this Earth—not after death, but in this life.  Once Christ consciousness is realized “all else will 

be added.”  We have the power to realize the inner spiritual experience of that Kingdom come.  As the story 

goes, Jesus wept over Jerusalem because the leaders of his own religion had not overstood or accepted the 

message about the straight, narrow and true path to the inner Kingdom of Heaven (Luke 13:34).  The 

Kingdom of Heaven that Christ embodies so well is the vision of this world that sees no separation (duality) 

between God and humans.  Christ consciousness then, is seeing that we all are united in the God that 

everyone else thought they should worship.  “The Father and I are one.” (John 14:9).  “Jesus” is wondering 

why any worship of any deity is warranted when the Kingdom of Heaven (within) is at hand.  Why worship 

Jesus when you always-already are the Christ?  “Do you not know that you are gods? (John 10:34-35).  

When we overstand that where we see Christ (the descriptor for awakened consciousness) in the Bible it 

means Consciousness, then we will have a deeper grasp of the essential meaning sealed in the title, to wit: 

“All things were created through Consciousness and in Consciousness.” ~Colossians 1:16.  All things have 

the Buddha-nature.  My being is participation with Being itself.  “Without Consciousness was not anything 

made…all things are made through Consciousness.” ~John 1:34.  We are transformed by consciousness in 

consciousness.  There is no separation (duality) between divine and human, nor is there any separation 

between human beings.  In the inner Kingdom of Heaven, all humans are one.  Christ Consciousness is the 

inner realization of our oneness, our non-separation (nonduality or union) from God and each other.  The 

unfathomable nature of Christ Consciousness is alluded to in Luke 10:22 and as well as the infinite nature of 

God-Consciousness is found in Luke 9:58.  Christ consciousness is an indelible and irreversible change in 

one’s everyday consciousness from which there is no possibility of return (to a narrowing of reality) as 

confirmed in Luke 9:62.  In this life you have to give birth to Christ Consciousness—the child of promise.  

Christ Consciousness is an unshared space within one’s Essence.  It has no forms; it does not come and 

go—as only forms come and go.  Your own Heart-Center is its temple.  Who or what makes this discovery?  

Realization of Christ Consciousness is unaffected by the incessant grind of the body-mind.  Notions of the 

mind arise and dissolve naturally within the space of the Unique Self. Simply put, the Kingdom of Heaven 

is nondual consciousness—the highest level of human consciousness aligned with the Divine.  (See: Grace, 

Gnosis, Kingdom of Heaven, Faith, Blynd, God-Self-Divine, Realization, Enlightenment, Alightenment, 

Spiritual Maturity, Gnostic Faith, Buddha-Christ, Third-Door, Template of Oneness, I AM, Deep Awake, 

Duality, Nonduality, True Self, Spiritual Maturity, Upper Room, Single Eye, Pineal Gland & Awakening) 

 

clock-eyed – a psychological time-distorted perception of reality wherein one eye is focused in the past and 

the other on the future—blinding one to the present and ensuring the absence of one’s presence in the Now.  

The heavy burden of time accumulated in the human mind distorts the rhythm of vision that can only be 

activated in the present moment.  Clock-eyed people are vacuous because nobody is really “home” even 
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though it appears so.  They can hold conversations with you at the present moment, but are seldom in the 

present moment.  Learn to clock out of linear time and into Elsewhere (the timeless presence of Being) 

because life is always Now—this very moment.  Allow the eternal present moment to be (as it is) without 

your demands on it.  (See: Tick-Tock, Pain-Body, P.M. Dawn, Elsewhere, Anxiety Gap, NOW, Presence, 

Time, Moment, The Past, Predictive Programming, Clock-Time, The Matrix, Being, Technique, T.V., 

Uniformity, PDF, Conformity & The Future) 

 

Commune System – the state of one’s feeling of interconnectedness and recognition of Oneness with the 

manifestation as the witness to everything in play and at play within it. 2) the heart, mind and spirit aligned 

and attuned to be in harmonic resonance with nature, acceptance of life’s circumstances without resignation 

to them; and being at peace with oneself through Self-realization (non-separation) from the Source.  The 

Commune System comprises three distinct yet integrated energy fields—the intelligence of the heart (E.Q.); 

the intelligence of the mind (I.Q.); and spiritual intelligence (S.Q.).  When these three interpenetrating fields 

are heightened, developed and expanded, you have a strong (powerful) Commune System.  Having strong 

commune system protects against suffering, depression, anxiety, despising (self-hatred), self-alienation, self-

aggrandizement, inferiority and superiority complexes, etc.  A good commune system contributes to a 

healthy immune system throughout our bodies.  Within the body-mind complex, the commune system 

relates more so to the mind aspect, while the immune system relates more to the body, however, they remain 

in self-relation witch each other. (See: THC, DAY, NIGHT, Spiritual Maturity, Seven Centers, Sacred Hub 

Mind, Buddha-Nature, Christ Consciousness, Vineyard, Heart-Center & Body-Mind Complex) 

 

Creditory lending – converting a signed promise to “repay” into purchasing power “created” by and 

through a fictitious corporate entity (fiction in law). 2) deceptively, pretending to “loan” something that is 

intangible and thus immeasurable simply by being granted a sanction (license—which legally means a grant 

issued by an authority to do something, that otherwise, would be illegal) to perform such predatory sorcery.  

When you borrow “money” from someone (human) it is pre-existing earned symbolic value originally 

recorded as numbers in a bank computer (or its tangible representation as circulating bank notes).  Any 

credit “created” (either secured or unsecured) by a legal fiction is creditory lending.  All “money” comes 

into circulation initially through the act of creditory lending.  Usury plus interest plus legal fiction plus 

“borrower-conduit” equals creditory lending.  I have another phrase to describe the imperceptible theft of 

creditory lending—called “Sub-Crime Banking.”  Subcrime banking because it is below your radar to fully 

recognize (much less comprehend) the crime being perpetuated on and through you unknowingly—the theft 

of which economist John Maynard Keynes stated that not one in a million could detect.  (See: Cultural 

Induction, Economatrix, LOANS, Currency Switch, Loan, Usury, Conopoly, Political Money, Taxtortion, 

Interest, “Credit,” “Money,” Inflation, “Dollar,” Monetary Unit, IN HOC SINK & Gangbanking) 

 

Declaration of Undie-Pendance – the ultimate Manifesto from the Under-Wear Liberation Front—Ya 

Undie-Stand?  To Undie-Stand the importance of Undie-Pendance we must Undie-Mind the forces that 

undress us of our uniqueness and individuality.  It’s unquestionable that within ourselves lies the truly 

Undie-Nyable craving for something else—an Undie-Lying utterance that wants more than a Big-Mac or a 

blender—more than shoes or even dare I say a tall wet one after a long day’s work is done.  Could it be an 

unknown spirit that desires the unstoppable unequivocal notion to unite undie the moon’s hazy light?  Or 

perhaps it is an uncertain unencumbered unquenchable thirst to shake out of our collective Subvertigo to be 

uncontrollable or at least unpredictable?  Undie-Pendance from the orderlies who carry out the Agenda of 

the psychopathic dominant minority and trinket-chasing Corporate tighty-whities who suffocate the 

People’s jewels and ride so far up the arse of “government” that they have taken control of our fledgling 

Dumbocrassy.  Undie-pendance from the Long Johns of the toxic-anesthetizing mainstream-mesmerizing 
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media, that cover up the Naked Truth, the Body of the bilked, distressed and oppressed, whose story rarely, 

if ever, gets aired-out or revealed.  Undie-Pendance from the dirty Boxer Cops who do the dirty work (beat 

downs and killings) of the tighty-whities—and we ain’t talkin’ ‘bout coming clean—these boxers are 

stained with the blood of the People and stink of rotten corruption.  Undie-Pendance from the phallocratic 

Blacklace panty political pavementality-strolling nymphs (HO-Reps) who sell the interests of hard-working 

stiffs (fishbowlers) for political prowess and G-strings stuffed with IRS taxtortioned “dollars.”  We must 

unmask, and upend the loose maneuvers of the wrongdoers.  The time has now come to “Pick the Wedge!”  

It’s the wedge that’s rubbing your arse raw as sushi.  We call it the Raw Deal.  Yeah, it will make your 

finger stink and you probably don’t want people to see you do it, but you gotta’ do whatcha’ gotta’ do!  Pick 

that corporate wedgee that keeps us from dancing our way out of our constrictions—cheek-to-cheek.  It’s 

time to throw all Undie-Things to the wind!!    

 

distraction – a state of unawareness.  We typically are consumed with reliving edited versions of unbroken 

monologues of our censored and embellished memories instead of consciously living in the pulse of the 

present, the effervescent Evernow.  Distraction is not something objective, not there outside of you; it is 

something in you.  You create the problem of distraction because you try to concentrate using processing 

thinking exclusively.  Nothing distracts you if you’re not concentrating.  If you cannot accept, you will be 

distracted—the very rejection in you creates distraction and a wave of disturbance; however, if you accept, 

remain open and aware, distraction disappears.  Don’t withdraw, merge or melt and the distraction merely 

dissolves.  “Distracted from distraction by distraction.” ~ T.S. Eliot. (See: Alertness, Substitute Life, 

Mindfulness, Self-Awareness, Processing Thinking, Concentration, Alert, Witnessing, Watching, Outhouse 

Effect, Predictive Programming, Stillness, Psylence, Meditation & Awareness) 

 

Divine Moment – the timelessness entered into wherein only presence is present. 2) the estate of grace—the 

ever-present Kingdom of Heaven between us within—a unified estate of silence and Stillness where 

opposites meet and merge their differences—untouched and untainted by all of that which your thoughts 

and acts are acquainted. 3) the quantum field of all possibilities in all of our multi-layered dimensional 

realities.  When you enter the divine moment, the familiar becomes fascinating and the fascinating becomes 

quite familiar without becoming trite.  You enter into the divine moment through the divine portal.  In the 

divine moment, we have the most to gain coupled simultaneously with the most to surrender.  If we are 

unwilling to die unto ourselves (our false Self) by leaving home (becoming visible) in search of Hohm, then 

we are not ready to enter the Kingdom of Heaven within.  (See: Divine Portal, Assemblage Point, 

Surrendering, Sacred Union, The Moment, Moments, Literal Present, Dream-Past, Christ Consciousness, 

Third-Door, Hohm, Stillness, Silence & Funk Vortex)  

 

dogma – spiritual mace; a reality-repellant—a fixed-form ossification of a belief system or concretized 

thought-system. 2) a catechism of closed (self-referential) theological rhetorical ethic that cannot change 

you—or you it. 3) the building of a door with a limitation built by and for a prospective adherent which 

he/she cannot go beyond. 4) reconstituted institutionalized belief. 5) inhibited, ingrown and arrested 

spirituality. 6) dead tenets of dead religion on which most are (were) razed (authentic self rent asunder) to 

believe unquestionably.  The objective of dogma is to bind the mind to error.  Religious dogma is worship 

by rote.  Dogma, though not a four-letter word, is a four-legged creature, itself being the second leg of a 

vicious cycle of truth, dogma, hatred and violence.  Dogma is an integral and activating aspect of the mind-

prism-prison constructed out of 3-D translucent ecclesiastical bullscript.  This perverse prism down through 

the ages has reflected the lies, diffracted the reality, displaced the structure of truth with the content of truth 

and thereby created the color spectrum of consciousness that you now occupy and peregrinate under.  Truth 

(conscience; physical effects; outer seasons) is another name for a destructive competitive local personal 
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static mythic God, whereas reality (consciousness; immaterial causes, inner reasons) is another name for a 

non-competitive dynamic cooperating unfolding pattern or non-local, universal creative Principle (Divine 

Law) that modifies matter (and our interpretations and impressions of it) based on the morphing nature of 

Life—the underlying or foremost principle being unceasing or incessant change.  If you mind truth (deify 

it), dogma is your yield.  If you mine truth (edit it), nuggets of reality (insights) are your gain.  Dogma is the 

bug (fatal flaw) and true believers are the replicating viruses that propagate and distort the internal model 

of the nature of reality directly experienced within nondual consciousness.  People perceive reality’s 

forms as direct threats on (and to) their truths because they are merely living (in truth at the mythic or 

rational level of consciousness) and not Alive (living God in reality) at the higher states, levels or realms 

of Christ Consciousness.  Nondual Consciousness unfolds itself as the highest realization that a divine 

being can experience appearing-as-process in the space-time continuum.  Dogma is an enemy occupation 

camp holed up in the most fertile regions of your subconscious mind.  “Doctrines can only be created in 

darkness; in the light, there can be no beliefs.” ~ OSHO.  Dogma becomes believed secondhand or 

underhandedly—reality becomes known candidly first hand (when you cease handing over paradoxes and 

subjective truth for another’s contradictions of objective or absolute truth)—and this you must overstand (so 

your credulity doesn’t get too far out-of-hand).  Dogma is always hypostasized.  Reverse the spell-curse of 

dogma, invert the prism, unlock the prison, and come correct for a change.  (See: God, Beliefs, 

Proselytizing, Dancing Dogmas, Religious Virus, Priestcraft, Words, Belief Systems & Absolute Truth) 

 

Ego-Based love – all the love that originates from, hides behind, and is contained within the illusory “me.” 

2) the infusion of love into the illusion.  Any love that seeks to be all about a so-called “me” (i.e., a 

conceptual apparition in opposition to what is), or the “you” I see in “me” (as a reflected shadow or remnant 

of personality)—is bound towards envy, joy-blocking, possessiveness, or hate.  When you fall in love, you 

fall from your freedom; you fall from your interiority (selfhood).  When you fall in love, it is never your 

choice.  You cannot choose love any more than you can force yourself to love someone.  If love were your 

choice (your own doing), you would have the option to rise into love where love arises out of your 

consciousness (without an object).  Love deludes you—creates the egoic illusion that you are the chooser, 

and as long as you think you’re the chooser, both you and the object of your love remain a loser.  Ego-based 

love is ever-always conditional; your baby-love is ‘maybe’ love at best.  Ego-based love is camouflaged 

violence masquerading as love (by clinging to it and grabbing for it) through attachment, projection, 

constraint, conformity, fear, indifference, and utter lack of concern for the other.  How can you really love 

someone you cannot live without?  Ponder that.  In ego-based love, you are the dynamic focal point or locus 

and your object of desire remains static in relation to you—it is a static-cling type thing.  Ego-based love 

and violence are polaric opposites of one another, just as hypocrisy and morality—you cannot have one 

without manifesting the other.  When we release ego from our love, we discover that to love is to allow love 

to have its way with us—not us to have our way with each other.  The ego doesn’t know how to love, but 

the divine in us—Essence—surely does.  Love only flows when we recognize the God-Self-Divine—our 

own divine Self—in another.  Love gives ego stretch marks.  Since ego needs love, it must learn to be 

love—and that ultimately leads to its demise.  The ego and love cannot inhabit the same space—one must 

go.  Ego is our false density (downshifting vibration); love is our true destiny (uplifting).  While ego-based 

love can only be refinished (to shine), love minus ego will allow us to replenish from the Source from which 

all blessings flow.  Love, teach me to savor the flavor of your blessings; resuscitate me with the kiss of Life.  

(See: Violence, Romance, Real Love, Morality, True Love, Desire, Egoing, Maybe Love, Gratitude, 

BASIC, Unhappiness, Spiritual Felon, Layaway Love, Lust, Selfishness, Fear & “Me”) 

 

erotic neuralism – speed seduction through the application of Tantric-or-treating all within the very first 

glance on the very first meeting. 2) the intense exploration and utmost concentration on the finest sensual 
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vibration or oscillation.  3) the expanded dimension of sensual attention to sexual tension. 4) on the bone 

and in the zone. 5) sexual secretions transformed into exquisite ‘his and hers’ elixirs. 6) a sliver of shiver—

desired, offered and deftly delivered.  If it takes two to tango, erotic neuralism makes it sweet like mango.  

Erotic sensations travel from skin to brain at a speed of 156 mph.  Eyes are windows to the soul, so if the 

eroticism is flowing, nothing has to be said as it has already been told.  Erotic neuralism involves knowing 

“how to satisfy it, and in return have it satisfy.” —Wanda Coleman.  Erotic neuralism is the unfolding of 

romance all in the moment of a glance.  You both know because the chemistry and synchronicity is covalent 

in the projected sexual symmetry—and now with lust marshaled you’re both stripped down to buck privates 

in love’s infantry on groove maneuvers, but you just can’t seem to camouflage the feeling.  Afrologically, 

you become the star in the house of the pelvic truth: “As above, so the love below.”  She’s in demand as 

long as you’re in command—of your erotic neuralism.  Erotic neuralism speaks to the alchemical process 

(sexual acts and sexual secretions) occurring within the body and its deep repercussions within our own 

consciousness.  Consciousness is simultaneously the cause of our suffering as well as the seed for our 

salvation—through enlightened, mature, responsible guilt-free safe-sexual-healing.  Life-Power is about 

plumbing the evanescent subtle depths of higher numinous erotic mysteries.  It is the psycho-spiritual 

ontology of the entire erotic ecology.  Erotic neuralism encompasses the subtle intimacy of ever-changing 

sentiments and non-verbal communions symphonized as “the notes within the notes,” as the incomparable 

jazz player, Charlie “Bird” Parker, has intimated.  The health of living organisms is maintained through the 

free-flowing circulation of energy—especially spiritually elevated and refined sexual energy.  All of 

consensual reality is the divine frivolity and playfulness of this one joyful transpersonal cosmic-erotic 

energy—identified by the name of Logos-Love-Bliss.  Erotic neuralism is the approach, method and the 

way to transform sexual energy in order to preserve it in a more refined and valuable form.  When you tap 

into your erotic neuralism, sexual energy is elevated into the higher forms of a subliminal and spiritual 

beatitude.  Erotic neuralism is none other than divine-creative power, Logos, which is our very life, or our 

True Self resonating as Pure or Real Love.  It dwells within and animates each being as the transpersonal 

authentic Self.  Sexual energy is an ever-opening gateway—a threshold that remains funky-fresh—ever 

anew, never stagnating the reflecting pool of spirit and of the flesh.  (See: Sexual Energy, Anointing, Logos, 

Rubyfruit Jungle, Newtonics, Eros, G-Point, Love, Zone, Four-Corner Sex, Afrobatics, G-Spot, Tantra, 

Love, Threshold, Tantric Sublimation, Lust, Kundalini, Aqualiscious, Spiritual Unfoldment, The Neuralife, 

Nirvana, Holy See, Kama Sutra, Dingo Juice, Chakras, Holy of Holies, Yoni Juice, Spirit & Ghetto Heaven)   

 

ET – Experiential Theatre—the human brain.  The human brain operates in a very real way as a movie 

projector on the 2-D screen of consciousness that interfaces the overlaps between two distinct 2-D images 

into (and experienced as) 3-D awareness.  The brain functions as an interface to present awareness with 

three-dimensional experiences created out of two-dimensional experiences.  All experiences occur or exist 

only within the brain-mind (the differentiated area of reality) not “out there,” (beyond the body) but “in 

here” (within the mind-brain interface hosted by Consciousness). 2) Ego-Transcendence—the conscious 

process that leads to or unveils Divine Self-Realization. 3) Emotional Tension.  All conflict is caused by the 

emotional tension lying between the chemicals (film-like development) of memory.  E.T. (emotional 

tension) is the fantasy relationship between facts (fragmented and accumulated knowledge of the world) and 

I-dentity (an off-shoot of distorted perception) which culminates in identification with and attachment to an 

illusory “objective fact” in the form of a separate Self, entity or organism with a volitional force of will.  

Ordinary Man suffers from toxic emotional tension. 4) Emotional Toxicity.  Ordinary Man is ever 

subservient to the fact of his existence believing it as actually real, whereas Natural Man is no longer 

subservient to the fact of his existence, no longer operating under the belief that it (the “I”) is actually real.  

In order to become a Natural Man you must go (or at least phone) Hohm by becoming your history.  (See: 

BYOB, The GAME, Memes, Ego–Death, Hohm, Natural Man, Brain-Mind, Consciousness, Ordinary Man, 
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Mind Viruses, Natural State, Rolando’s Fissure, Suddenlightenment, Mind, Emotion, “I,” Am, I-dentity, 

Fact, Impersonal Consciousness, Memory, Rememberer, Attention, Realizer, Matrix, Subconscious Mind, 

Unconscious, Concentration, “Perfect Practice,” Three-Dimensionality, In-Seeing, QUEST, Natural State, 

Incorporeal Transformation, Physical World, PMC, Tree of Knowledge, Gnosis, Egoing & Brain) 

 

ethical truth – personally verified truth.  Ethical truth is a process, not a goal—and therefore is also 

temporary and conditional.  Ethical truth is local and immediate (here and now), in harmony with subjective 

truth, concerned more with structure and less with content, always under the crucible of challenge and 

refinement, independent of another’s judgment, and most of all malleable, i.e., consistent with the 

implications of Reality-as-Infinity.  One significant aspect of ethical truth is shedding the need for truth to 

be perfect and permanent—by accepting its temporary and conditional nature.  Ethical truth is the 

workhorse of an advanced civilization.  Very few of us have any idea on finding ethical truth—testing it, 

and improving it.  No amount of striving can ever fill the hollow disillusionment we experience when by 

thinking we are about to seize truth, it cheats us by vanishing.  By doing all we can with the truth today, 

tomorrow’s truth will arrive on time.  People in the dependency phase of consciousness cling to illusions of 

certainty found in the false promises of absolute truth and final truth.  A measure of consciousness is how 

you approach and handle truth.  Progress in consciousness begins in working with the illusions of certainty 

and permanence, whereas working with change and imperfection begin in pain but always ends in joyful 

triumph.  Another fundamental of ethical truth is shedding the need for truth to be perfect and permanent.  In 

order to grow spiritually, you must learn to accept the temporary and conditional nature of truth.  If you 

don’t sort out your motivations for truth, you short out your inclinations for living in and handling Reality.  

(See: Unethical Truth, Individual Truth, Inner Truth, Mass Truth, Infinity, Final Truth, Ethical Judgment, 

GOT, Nimbus Truth, Pretenders, Subjective Truth, Absolute Truth, Subjective Reality & Revelatory Truth) 

 

exaholic – someone who goes through men and women like the seasons as they come and go. 2) addicted to 

or predisposed to repeating the cycle of failed personal relationships. 3) the dance-away lover—one who 

goes from “ex” to “next” in no time flat.  We all-too-often seek and find someone out of a form of 

desperation.  Just after we pair-off we square off, then scare off our partner with misjudgments, judgments, 

misappropriations, and unhealthy extra-relational associations.  We are mismatched—then summarily 

dispatched to our own created hell.  We go from being compatible to combatable.  The sex may be good to 

the bone, but if your head isn’t in it—your partner will soon be gone—and you, on your own—once again.  

Deeper still, if your head is in it but not your heart, your tasty but hasty choice lover will soon depart.  Only 

when we stop and take ‘withinventory’ of our ordinary unconsciousness inside, will the revolving “search 

and find” missions subside.  We never know from when our love comes and to whence it goes, but if you 

welcome love as your very nature, there’s no reason left to impose, nor any right reason to propose.  Was 

my head in my relationship or was my relationship all in my head?  (See: Marriage, Manifestering, SPAM, 

Relationships, Unconditional Love, Ego-Based Love, BASIC, Separation, Patterns, Habits & Divorce) 

 

Existence – that in which Being itself becomes transparent. 2) the mystery which cannot be demystified.  

Existence is an unearned gift given by the whole, the Totality.  God does not exist; God is transcendent to 

(beyond) Existence—unbounded by coordinates of space-time and matter.  Life has to be understood to be 

earned, then unlearned to be fully overstood.  Existence as form is intolerable because survival as 

form/appearance is impossible.  Existence is self-generated.  It has always been “here,” so the question of 

creation does not arise because existence is absolutely indifferent to your ego—it does not give you the 

satisfaction that is your greatest need—to be needed.  Existence is indivisible differentiation; your body-

mind is both alive and dying this very moment.  Birth and death are two quantum aspects of one 

epiphenomenon, birth-death is a process—only the mind divides and that division is not actual, just actually 
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false.  The moment you start existing in a conscious way, existence immediately becomes life.  Existence 

being dynamic kinetic energy, never repeats—it is eternally original.  Existence is a state, not a thing, 

because it is ceaselessly morphing.  Existence alternates or oscillates between manifested and unmanifested 

states.  Existence is compassionate to everything, because everything belongs to and is an extension 

(existential self-relation) of it.  Existence is not chaos; it is a cosmos—a complex system, with a running 

theme without purpose; a continuous uncaused celebration, a metafiction, a furtive festival that knows no 

holidays.  Everything that exists—visible and invisible—is but an individualized differentiation and graded 

vibration of a single energy Source, i.e., universal Consciousness expressed as The Word, the vehicle and 

container of Spirit and Matter, which in its undifferentiated state is whole and ultimately unknowable.  

Nothing can exist that is not an expression, extension (self-relation), or objectivization of impersonal 

Consciousness.  Consciousness has polarized itself but it can never separate from Itself.  As existence comes 

to experience itself, it also becomes partially hidden from itself.  Herein lies the GAME.  The 

interconnectedness of the reality underlying experience is itself obscured by the very experience.  Existence 

must hide from itself in order to experience itself—a kind of Kosmic peek-a-boo.  So any experience 

(through our senses) is simultaneously an act of self-deception.  There exists no perception without 

distortion or deception.  Reality, in order to reveal itself to itself, must simultaneously conceal itself from 

itself.  Existence follows the nature of reality (uncertainty, change and imperfection), which does not and 

will not go to the defense of truth, no matter how rigorous the proofs.  Universal Consciousness can only 

extend itself through Love.  Therefore anything that exists or appears to exist is an extension of universal 

Consciousness expressed as love, creativity and phfreedom—Infinity.  Existence is not linear, it is 

simultaneous discontinuity—all things are seemingly happening altogether at once as each actuality update 

(quantum jump) is observed as seamlessness.  Existence is forever in a dynamic state of at-one-ment—

wholeness undergoing continuous existential self-relation.  Essentially, consciousness-existence is an 

unbound eternal orgasm—on-going and going on and on, i.e., getting itself off!  (See: Life, Experience, 

Maya-Lila, The Passing Show, Rolling Mirror, Reality, Perception, Lila, Existential Line, I-AM, 

Immortality, God, Space, Blackground, Consciousness, Unbound, Eternal, Infinite, Oneness, One Love, The 

Void, Spiral of Evolution, Template of Oneness, Zero, Existential Self-Relation, Mystery & Realigion) 

 

Expectations – a form of self-fulfilling prophecy, a case of positive feedback.  Expectations (attitudes, 

mind-sets) are filters with and through which we edit experience and create knowledge vacuums.  In most 

instances, expectations are merely unconscious premeditated resentments and disappointments borne of 

projections and/or conscious desires.  Have you placed too many expectations upon other’s expectations of 

yourself?  Set all things free of memories and cruel expectations—let go and let be.  Don’t get lost in the 

misconception or expectation of others.  Go ahead and pull yourself inside out—you might be amazed at 

what you’re really all about.  (See: Habits, Needs, Blame, Wants, Relationship, Luck, PM Wisdom, 

Memory, Reality Boxes, Options, Choice, Decisions, Romantic Love, Letting-Go, Nexpectations, 

Projection, Bewilderment, Discernment, Relaxative, Relationships, Love Continuum, Dreams, Wisdom, 

Maybe Love & Samsara) 

 

fear – an obstacle illusion. 2) amputated processing thinking in the presence of the unknown, the 

incomprehensible, or the unsolvable; in volitional forms—the attempt to escape a perceived threat to 

structural integrity; the flight half of flight/fright survival behavior. 3) the recognition and acknowledgment 

of powers and forces superior to those of your own. 4) a withholding of love from ourselves, and often from 

another. 5) obsession without embracing. 6) the denial that you are one with each other and with your 

universe (Interbeing). 7) that which governs (rules) the majority in socialist Corporate State, in the U.S.S.A, 

and in the former USSR. 8) the memory of pain. 9) a state of disquiet, of powerlessness and apprehension. 

10) the tax which conscience pays to guilt. 11) the urge to protect and project. 12) reaction to ignorance. 13) 
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inverted faith. 14) negative future expectations of one’s positive expectation (outcome) going unmet.  Fear 

is the lack of overstanding and desire of control coupled with feelings of inadequacy, uncertainty and ill 

preparedness.  While fear is the mother of hatred, control is the mother of fear.  Fear also coalesces in minds 

as a perpetual cloud of gloom.  The only potentially constructive aspect of fear is the fear of fear itself—

which can be transformative.  It has the potential to force us to abandon all illusions of security and begin 

revising our truths to renew the fruits of our experience.  Nothing beneficial or real can grow out of fear—

you have to grow-up and outgrow fear itself.  (See: Control, Anxiety, Scarcity, Other, Fright, Responsibility, 

Processing Thinking, Self-Image, Group Entity, Overstanding, Subconscious, Weiteko Disease, Dreams, 

Nightmare, Hatred, Fear Clouds, Solar Plexus, Subconscious Mind, Attitude, Unknown, Unknowable, 

Suicide, Faith, Trust, Existence, Letting Go, Bubble, Substitute Life, One Love & Thought) 

 

final truth – something ever sought but never found.  Since reality is an uncertain, always changing, 

imperfect state of infinity, then there can never be a final truth.  Due to the nature of infinity, there can be no 

final truth to insulate us from the attributes of reality to which any and all truth is subject or subordinate.  All 

closed loops must eventually yield to reality-as-infinity.  We expect truth to be a final all-inclusive summary 

or description of things.  Definitive and all-inclusive statements violate the nature of reality.  Every last 

corner or vestige of reality is frustratingly uncertain, always changing, and continuing forever as imperfect.  

Life is eternally and hopelessly unstable.  The highest, but not the final, truth is not a statement but an 

essence that can be intuited or sensed inwardly (not intersubjectively) as a reflection of reality itself.  The 

unfinished chapter on truth is not written in the language of knowledge but in the language of dreams.  

Should it ever close, Love, which sustains all reality through its future-forming energy, would pass 

irrevocably away.  Attachment to truths of the past prevents testing those truths.  It justifies the status quo, 

indulging our appetites and evading struggle, growing spiritually fat and cognitively impotent, and being 

entertained or soothed by truths that we want to hear.  The final truth (best answer) is that there is no answer 

or final truth.  There is no answer that is always true in every corner of reality.  Thanks to the blessings of 

infinity, the corners are always moving, shifting, disappearing or mutating.  (See: Absolute Truth, Objective 

Reality, Objective Truth, Subjective Reality, Infinity, Change, Uncertainty Principle, Existence, Physical 

World, Quantum Reality, Subjective Truth & Mass Truth) 

 

Fishbowl – a metaphor for the accumulated attrition of daily life, the ubiquity of oppression, violence, 

police brutality and the daily instances of repression and information suppression, especially in urban 

centers with high percentages of native African-American population.  The fishbowl symbolizes an 

environment and existential condition that you can see your way out of, but the very seeing becomes the 

impediment for actually getting out, since just the mere thought of leaving the place wherein you live and 

have your being is a scary revolutionary and seemingly-suicidal means to freedom—yet it is the only way to 

be free.  While some must jump bail, others must have the courage and dignity to ‘jump free.’  “Living in a 

fishbowl… Life seems so small and cold—in a fishbowl.  Now everywhere I seem to go, they already know 

in a fishbowl.” ~ Jahiti (of Brown F.I.S.H.)   (See: Self-Alienation, Freedom, Oppression, Substitute Living, 

Surveillance State, Paycheck, Exploitation, Declaration of Undie-Pendance & Liberation) 

 

Fleshback – to experience an erotic/ sensual episodic flashback of a prior nimble lover or former knocturnal 

affair.  Reminiscing distant memories reliving when she walked in with nothing but time on her hands, 

wearing only a smile and a hairstyle, and the only thing you had on was the radio; knowing full well that in 

a distant past, you would have even disclosed where the slaves were hiding to have that explosive Tantric 

super-sexperience again.  Fleshback—mind and body intertwines on the sheer strength of the rewind.  Flesh 

to mesh and bodies to kiss, we forget about the reasons as we come back-to-back for each other just like the 

seasons.  Marinated memories lock in our seasonings amidst the salty flavor—nothing to be ashamed of—
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it’s our only natural erotic behavior we come once again to savor.  To reminisce the passion of the kiss and 

the 23 positions of bliss—we exchange all our could-have-beens for this one last never-miss.  She can knock 

you to your knees and even make your cheddar say cheese.  I see you’re up to your old treks again.  Yeah, 

what’s good for the goose is good for (and to) the gander.  Men are polygamous; women like to polyander.  

Here’s a post-coital clue; there is no defense against “The Glue.”  (See: No-Pass Look, The Glue, Tantra, 

Flextasy, Moving Day, Pitts Technique, Maybe Love, Conjugal Kiss, Rollout Minutes & Love HOG) 

 

Fuct! – the future tense of fucked—like the sudden realization just hits you, when you know it’s coming 

and going down ahead of time with no way to avoid its arrival and pending peril (danger or damage).  It’s 

like when you see lightning, you know that the rumble of thunder is on its way to someone within earshot.  

Being fuct is the calm delay—the period between sensing the cause and the dispensing effect.  The duration 

of the delay is irrelevant.  All that matters is that you know that it’s coming—for you, and there’s nothing 

you can do to dodge it or avoid it.  The karmic wheels are set in motion heading straight to you for your next 

lesson often disguised (or felt) as if it were punishment.  Karma is neutral—it serves you both delights and 

disasters all according the energy and actions you have put out into the universe headed back your way. 

 

Fundamentalist mistake – mistaking the fabric of Truth with the yarn of fabricated truth.  Religious 

fundamentalists may be sincere, but they’re sincerely deluded.  Truth is merely a stitch-work in the 

interwoven patch-worked fabric of reality (relative existence).  Truth is a certain, therefore undependable, 

dependent variable—Reality is the dependably uncertain independent invariable.  A Reality-based raiment 

of truth will hold up under constant wear and tear, whereas a Truth-based garment of reality will come 

undone at the seams when tested by the tension of the physical laws of relative existence—the pull of 

uncertainty, change, distortion patterns and asymmetrical imperfection.  Consciousness hosts reality, 

dreaming seemingly-solid universes that are entirely subjective.  Truth is fabricated out of these objective 

illusions, which serve as mirrors wherein undifferentiated Consciousness may “see” itself and thus have 

self-awareness.  Fabricated truth is the fundamentalist mistake. 

 

Free Will – a conception and conviction of the ego that has no basis in reality. 2) the imagined ability to 

escape (defy) the preexisting chain (network) of cause and effect. 3) the ability to decide how, where and 

when to experience a soul lesson.  You only become conscious of your own imagined free will choice after 

you have made it.  Due to the nature of Consciousness in a 3-D real interacting with neurology, we always 

live unknowingly in our past—the Dream-Past because the Literal Present is too fleeting to be objective 

which is caused by the smearing of space-time perception.  It is what allows our mind or makes our mind 

able to fly from any moment in space of time and place to any moment at a fraction of time.  Nowness—the 

Consciousness that presents the Ever-Now, creates a duplication of similarity (simultaneity) which alters 

normal cognition and outcome of possibilities given the same free will choice because the local objective-

seeming brain is subservient to the sub-vocal and non-local Mind.  (See: Choice, Nonlocality & Quantum) 

 

Garden of Eden – a mythological analogy referring to a pre-separation state of consciousness. Being 

thrown out of the Garden of Eden is the displacement of our intuitive Infinite Intelligence conduit replaced 

with our reliance on our limited left-brain rational conscious mind control or essentially, intuition 

supplanted by rational thinking.  The Garden of Eden is a biblical metaphor (symbolic of) the right 

hemisphere of the brain—eastward in Eden.  Read Genesis 2:8.  The Garden of Eden is everywhere—for 

there is nothing outside of existence, i.e., there are no boundaries to Reality; you cannot be thrown out of 

Reality.  Go work your vineyard, meditate, cast your net to the right side and then simply wake-up and you 

will find yourself there.  Galatians 4:24 inform us that the Old Testament is an allegory.  When you meditate 

and separate from the thoughts of the left side of the brain you will find the Garden of Eden.  The 
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abomination of desolation spoken of in the bible is the horror that the right hemisphere of your brain is 

desolate land—you have not gone into meditation to be there.  You are God’s temple—he dwells in you. ~1 

Kings, chapter 6, verse 8.  The Kingdom of Heaven is within you.  (See: The Garden of Eden, THC, 

Literalism, The Integrated Man, Dark Sayings, Original Sin, Homo Novus, GOAL, Self-Unfoldment, 

Gethsemane, Guilt, Mystical Concentration, Upper Room, Two Witnesses, Promised Land, Pineal Gland, 

Consciousness, Nine, Adam, LAMP, Belief Systems, Wisdom, “Seating” & True Religion) 

 

GEO-Dollars – Government Edict Only—denominated imaginary debt used as official make-believe (fiat) 

currency.  What on earth are those fictitious units of imaginary demand sanctioned by government edict and 

“created” through the banking system?  GEO-dollars are inflation per se, in addition to being a pernicious 

hidden tax on everyone compelled (via so-called legal tender laws and taxation) to accept “dollars” in 

exchange for their labor, good or services.  In a mixed-economy of “monetized debt” under monopoly 

capitalism (i.e., phantom wealth), a given “dollar” in circulation doesn’t come with a marker that identifies 

it as a “ghost dollar” (imaginary demand of bank created deposit entries, i.e. unearned symbolic value or 

legalized counterfeit) or a real one, i.e., one that has assumed a legitimate earned symbolic value via 

negotiated exchange of actual goods or services amongst or between traders engaging in voluntary 

exchange).  GEO-Dollars are delinked from reality and totally out of control—defying reality, logic and 

imagination.  With GEO-dollars and the phantom wealth conjured by them, no one knows who owes what 

to whom and legitimate currency (earned symbolic value) mixes up with (i.e., gets indistinguishable from) 

sanctioned counterfeit produced via banking and/or government decree.  Welcome to the Orwell in 

Wonderland world of phantom wealth courtesy of the Federal Reserve System (Central Bank), Federal 

Government and private member commercial “gangbanking” institutions.  As long as there are GEO-

Dollars, we will be slaves to the governments that allow central banks to expropriate wealth, life-force, 

resources and goods from the producers through the sleight-of-mind process of conjuring (passing and 

circulating) phantom wealth claim checks on real wealth.  Money creation expressed in terms of “dollars” is 

not representative of a debt owed by the creator to the final holder (sucker) in the chain and choo-choo train 

of inflation.  In addition to the consequences levied by pallid political expediency at any time between 

acquisition of them and passing them off (and on) to another unsuspecting holder during an exchange.  Once 

created and the profit extracted (stolen) and used by the GEO-dollar creator (banking system), the mass of 

“money” circulates from person to person and will remain in “numeric existence” until repudiated or no 

longer accepted by a fleeced public subject to and subjected by them.  GEO-dollars created by central banks 

exchange for wealth but in reality, they are “bad checks” from the moment of creation as bookkeeping 

entries.  With phantom wealth, a given “dollar” doesn’t come with a marker that identifies it as a phantom 

dollar (imaginary demand of bank created deposit entries) or a real one, i.e., one that has assumed a 

legitimate earned symbolic value through the actual exchange of negotiated good or service as received 

value).  GEO-dollars are delinked from reality and totally out of control—defying reality and imagination.  

With GEO-dollars and the phantom wealth conjured by them, no one knows who owes what to whom.  

Welcome to the Orwell in Wonderland world of phantom wealth and ghost-dollars.  GEO-dollars are central 

and commercial bank U. O. Me’s (dollars of unearned symbolic value) with an interest rate rider on top of 

the pure usury (exacted on and extracted from) its victim-users.  GEO-dollars continue to flow uncurbed due 

to everyone being punch drunk off of purple political drank.  Guess who’s at the top of the food chain and 

who is at the end of the fool chain?  (See: Matrix Capitalism, Dollars, Exchange, Gangbanking, Central 

Banks, Ghost Dollars, Political Money, ADOPT, Usury, Transient Economy, VISA, “Monetized Debt,” 

Money, Interest, Inflation, Hidden Tax, Mixed Economy, Exchange Value, Labor & S&M Banking)   

 

giving – a powerful omni-directional act; he that gives receives from all directions.  Unless you let go 

completely, you have not given.  If your ego trumps your let-go and your outgo exceeds your income your 
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upkeep will be your downfall.  In order to keep-up you must give-up.  The urge or surge to purge is 

cathartic.  Giving is complete only when you let go completely.  To truly give and then not feel that one has 

less of anything or not feel that one has given, is the very best of all ways of giving.  If fact, those who give 

of themselves give to themselves unknowingly and to others simultaneously.  True giving works outside of 

linear time and notions of scarcity.  The time to give is the same time you truly learn how to live—Selflessly 

with Presence, in the Moment, in the Here and Now.  The more you do for others, the less you have to do 

for yourself.  Give of yourself more than to yourself and watch the blessings flow both ways.  (See: 

Scarcity, Moment, Presence, The Now, Resolutions & Values) 

 

gratisfaction – the satisfying feeling that overcomes someone receiving something from someone for 

free—without having to pay and without the guilt of feeling the need to repay the one giving.  “E. Pluribus 

Onus.”  Out of many, this one’s “on us” for a change, not for some change.  Gratisfaction guaranteed means 

putting your front money back in your pocket. 

 

greed – a state of ‘mine’—‘gimme’!  Greed is the structure of aberrant desire for accumulation and control 

in a runaway mode. 2) the substance of all artificial variables, from evil spirits to the “Greater System.” 3) a 

tragic misconception of life-force. 4) shadows of the Great Mother archetype. 5) abnormal or aberrant 

hunger. 6) creating scarcity (lack for another via the very act of enriching oneself). 7) an effort to expand, 

enrich and fortify the ego-personality. 8) the confusion of unfulfillment with the need for material survival. 

9) the unintelligent man’s effort to make his life meaningful. 10) man’s most ancient incurable disease. 11) 

Preparing to live—postponing your life until tomorrow. 12) concentration of the mind without a 

commensurate expansion of the heart. 13) conscience-free paper-chasing. 14) the mindless search for what 

isn’t “mine.” 15) an endless effort to satisfy the insatiable need without reaching neither climax nor 

satisfaction.  Greed is created by those who believe they are incapable of manifesting abundance for 

themselves and thus will take it from others, and in so doing, they also attempt to limit, control and exploit 

the experience of another human.  It is a desire for more combined with a feeling of unworthiness.  Greed is 

not having your cake and eating it too—for what the hell is a cake good for unless you cut it and eat it?  

Greed means a desire for more without seeing the total futility of it—grabbing instead of allowing.  If less is 

not giving you anything, then it is not going to happen by having more of the same.  When one lives 

disharmoniously, thought defrauds feeling and feeling exploits appetites.  Greed is remote-controlled 

violence.  (See: Weiteko Disease, Scarcity, Hoarding, Attachment, Desires, Shadows, Accumulation, Ego-

Personality, Affluenza, The Greater System, Stability, Control, SUMP’M, Security, Justice & Ambition) 

 

healing – the ability to recognize and affirm the source of a given signal. 2) touch charged with Love. 3) the 

psycho-spiritual contact that acts as a step towards wholeness (inter-Be-ing).  Healing is done by the 

consciousness of compassion one exhibits to God-Self-Divine.  Healing is a step—but one must seek 

wholeness without distinction.  The world of suffering exists only when you make distinctions within the 

entirety of your movie-projected world appearing as this Passing Show.   Extinguish these distinctions and 

the healing begins.  When distinctions disappear the world has already appeared.  The question then 

becomes where on earth have you been?  The problem is that you are not where you are—here and now.  As 

long as you’re someplace else, what else do you expect to find other than your false Self?  We cannot heal 

ourselves until we first heal the fractured image that we have of ourselves—not partially, but completely, in 

its totality—wholly.  Our self-image must be reshuffled and correspond precisely with the Reality Of 

Ourselves Seeking Transformation as we find our original face in our True Self (if you ain’t chicken) which 

finally comes Hohm to roost.  You can heal without prayer, or reference to any scripture, for it transcends 

the limits of religion.  Prayer’s power to heal is aligned with one’s empathy—to feel inseparable from the 

whole.  Remember, healing is never personal.  A healing always comes from a universal place with an 
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original face—the result of Grace.  Now let us say grace: Thank you for this thought-food we have received 

for the nourishment of our noggin—and blessed be this healing from the windows to the walls to the 

ceiling—we truly lack nothing, and in this joyous overstanding—oh my, what a feeling!!  (See: Hohm, 

Grace, Sexual Energy, Wholeness, Overself, Self-Observation, Self-Image, Love, Alive, Wholism, 

Harmony, Reciprocity, Logos, Yoni Juice, Salvation, Compassion, Chakras, Chi, Ma’at & Armouring) 

 

Holy Crossover – moving from seeking Divinity external to and separate from the Self—over into the 

authenticity of experiencing one’s inner divinity—the re-activation, actualization and realization of the God-

Self-Divine.  Through the holy crossover you allow yourself to heal the sense of separation and re-awaken 

to your True Identity—the True Self.  Until you know yourself, you will not know God—not the telemythic 

one but the real one found in the Kingdom of Heaven within.  (See: Sacrifice, SICK, SaviorSelf, God-Self-

Divine, The Absolute, Mirrorealization, Sin, “God,” Kingdom of Heaven & True Self) 

 

Holy Land – a metaphor for wherever you are living a conscious life in the here and Now.  Presence is your 

holy grounding and nectar (spiritual sap) is the current that flows through you expressing the Kingdom of 

Heaven within—and where the beginning is, also you will find the end—at every moment we die and are 

born again.  “When does God create heaven and earth?  In the beginning.  And when is the beginning?  At 

every moment.  Dying to past and future, we are born into the creative Now.” ~ Shunryu Suzuki.  If all of 

this you can overstand—right where you are is the Holy Land.  Whenever we ponder the depth of our being 

we enter into the Holy Land. Living the Neuralife is living your life while taking a stand (before the infinity 

of our Being) well grounded in the Holy Land.  Living the Neuralife, it is impossible to separate from the 

secret from the sacred and the secular from the spiritual—the montage of your inner life expresses itself as a 

beautiful public mural.  (See: QUEST, Neuralife, Transcendence, NOW, Kingdom of Heaven & Presence) 

 

Hypertruth – self-referential symbols and signs of truth (surrogate experience) without origin in reality.  In 

hypertruth reality is abducted into hyperrealism.  Hypertruth is the transmogrification of reality into a 

hallucinogenic commodity administered to us by the transnational multimedia monopoly capitalists in the 

form of a drug we take visually and audibly—not orally.  In hypertruth, the illusions of truth double as 

truthful illusions while the illusion (simulacra) of reality substitutes for reality. 

 

ideals – ideational and projected self-images that have no real foundation in the nature of reality. 2) fuzzy 

little notions that don’t work even if you work on them.  We create the ideal because we are divisive (mind-

identified), and therefore incomplete.  We divide the world into “me” and “not me,” and we compare 

ourselves to the world from which we have just separated ourselves.  We judge and find ourselves 

insufficient.  So we create the ideal—the thing that we hope to become, the thing that we are not.  It is the 

standard by which we judge the behavior of ourselves as well as others.  Ideals are images from our minds 

that arise from the inadequacy of our own experience.  They are fabrications based on the conclusions of 

what people could or should be, or how they might best behave.  They have no basis in reality.  Thus, the 

ideal is in constant conflict with our true natures.  Ideals corrupt.  Dissatisfaction follows ideals like a 

shadow, and the more dissatisfied you become with yourself, the more it becomes impossible to reach the 

ideal—it is a vicious circle.  Once you accept yourself as you are, the artificial construct (the ideal) 

immediately dissolves into your true nature and coats your being like morning dew.  (See: Acceptance, Self-

Image, Guilt, Religion, Conscience, True Self, Ego-Self, Expectations, False Self, Surrendering & Fictions) 

 

ideal relationship – the most evolved type of mature loving human relationship with no karma attached to 

it, i.e., there are no prior imbalances from previous lifetimes or life experiences to resolve.  The partnership 

is characterized by grounding and centering because both partners are supporting dual-ascension, i.e. the 
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growth and upliftment individually and through each other without any resolution of past conflicts.  It is a 

more genuine relationship, one that exemplifies harmony, freedom, grace, creativity, acceptance, and higher 

love.  In a perfect partnership you are not resolving past lifetimes conflicts or moving through a multitude of 

current unresolved lessons.  You are simply partnering with a mate to experience complementary balancing 

made possible through your prior relationship work and work on raising one’s consciousness, i.e. Inner 

Work.  This does not mean that this type of relationship lacks romantic affection, or you have grown too old 

and lost your capacity for physical intimate passion.  It simply means the intensity of the passion 

experienced in earlier relationships will be less necessary as you move into unions based on mutual support 

through trust and friendship.  Recognize and appreciate the prefatory work you have put in to align with a 

perfect partner in balance, harmony, upliftment and love.  This is the final stage of loving relationships.  

Ultimately, if you are fortunate enough to connect with a perfect partner, you are ready to connect in a 

relationship that has the capacity to move both you and your mate to Divine Union between each other and 

the universe.  Perfect partners are compatible on all levels—physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual.  

Perfect partnerships involve energetic compatibility.  Perfect partners are energetically aligned and exhibit 

sustained sexual resonance.  Many mistake “soul mates” as the ideal partnership, however, soul mates are in 

reality the most challenging of all relationships, purposely designed to stimulate growth towards a potential 

perfect partnership with another.  Seldom, if ever, do soul mates transition into perfect partnerships with 

each other.  Soul mates are proving grounds for entry into perfect partnerships—meaning that the 

relationship is not perfect, but they are perfecting (raising up) each other through the relationship itself.  

(See: Soul Mates, Inner Work, Spiritual Maturity, Romantic Love, Relationships, Limerace, Sexual 

Resonance, Ascension, Blame, Judgment, Expectations, Acceptance, Forgiveness, Passion & Compassion) 

 

Ignorance – knot-knowing—tangled up and tied up in one’s twisted reductionist world of certainty 

constructed with bricks of provisional knowledge. 2) imperfect (distorted) comprehension and vision of 

Reality. 3) lacking what is essential to resolve dissonance—the difference between what is seen and what it 

seems. 4) the shadow of the ego. 5) confusion of the Real and Unreal. 6) unwise solutions to life’s cares and 

challenges. 7) a state of accepting understanding as absolute truth and mistaking it for reality. 8) a state of 

accepting comprehension as if it were understanding. 9) a state of accepting understanding as if it were 

overstanding.  If you drop the ignorance, the ego disappears—they cannot exist separately.  Ignorance per se 

does not exist either concurrently with knowledge or independently of knowledge.  Ignorance itself is the 

result of the positive action of identification with the illusory individual as a separate noumenal volitional 

entity within the phenomenal dimension.  Ignorance cannot be apprehended nor can it be logically inferred.  

Ignorance cannot be directly apprehended because it is neither the cause nor the effect of anything.  

Ignorance and unawareness are the cause of all misunderstanding and suffering.  Ignorance is its own pain; 

eventually it may mutate.  How deep does ignorance pervade your being and misunderstandings permeate 

your life?  Well, to the extent that you remain unaware embroiled knee-deep in suffering, toil and strife.  

(See: Willful Ignorance, Divine Ignorance, Absolute Truth, Comprehension, Understanding, Provisional 

Knowledge, Illumination, Overstanding, Acceptance, Intolerance, Evil, Sin, Stupidity, Dissonance, 

Unawareness, Hell, Knowledge, Knowingness, Egotism, Conceit, Bigotry, Saviors, Higher Ignorance, 

Enlightenment, Racism, White Supremacy, Positive Ignorance, Unknowing, Stillness & Mental Mitosis) 

 

informōtion – information that lives, grows and morphs to keep up with the laws of nature, the nature of 

reality and the market-place.  Informōtion is actionable information—meaningful content in context—

accessible in real-time at all levels of automated and human decision-making.  Knowledge is about 

amassing information and facts, piling them up; knowingness is a penetration deep into the mysteries and 

interconnectedness of life.  Knowledge is sequential, binary-digital, local and accumulative, while 

knowingness is analogue, integral, non-local, collaborative and distributive.  Knowledge is information; 
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knowingness is informōtion.  Cells funktion on the principle of informōtion; whereas genes function 

through information.  (See: Knowledge, Knowingness, Genes, Cells, Inframation, Glimpse & Information)  

 

immortality – pertaining to the eternal nature of man’s essential being. 2) the awareness “I Am” or 

Beingness—undifferentiated, unidentified, and unidentifiable. 3) the conventional search to forever live as a 

memory—rather than to ever live as that which is beyond time-gagged, space-bound Maya—the 

“objectivization” of Reality. 4) to know and see life and death of the body-mind complex as two disaffected 

aspects of one Be-ing—(the body-mind appeared into the world crying with understanding, hopefully it will 

disappear from this world laughing with self-realization)—your real Self has nothing to do with those linear 

thoughts and sequential events unfolded from the dimensionless reality of one’s Being). 5) freedom from the 

“Self” idea and freedom for the resulting bliss. 6) the integrity and vision to move others long after you 

yourself have stopped moving.  For immortals, “truth” is not a survival strategy but an endless series of 

creative possibilities.  These self-evolved truths are gambles in unfolding into endarkenment (the outer 

vestibule entered before encountering suddenlightenment).  Only immortal man can discover his true or 

original nature.  Mortal man cannot encompass or taste the nectar of immortality.  Birth and death (of the 

body-mind complex) are always observed with respect to others.  The private “I” never experiences its own 

beginning and ending, i.e., its own conception and expiration.  Immortality, as man’s natural although 

forgotten condition can only be overstood or rediscovered, though not experienced, against a background of 

mortality within the Maya-Lila of the five elements.  Immortality is waking up out of awake-dream entering 

into full conscious awareness.  The body, along with all others, including the entire world of objects, exists 

within you, and owes its origin to you.  Think right and you can fly like an eagle—to the sea—let your funk 

reclaim its wings and soar to your timeless immortality.  “Immortality is an experience of the ever-present 

Now and is itself a Reality we can be aware of in the process of ordinary everyday living.” ~ Kenneth 

Meadows.  (See: Maya, I-Am, Realigion, Self-Taught, Maya-Lila, Mortality, “I,” Wisdom, AM & Sunset) 

 

inquiry – the basic internal search for inner awareness—a deeper reflection on and deeper contemplation 

into the unplumbed nature of Self and the very nature of reality.  Curiosity and questioning will make you 

feel at home; self-inquiry will bring you home.  Inquiry does not calibrate nor maintain any relation with 

anything within or without.  Before accepting any belief, one ought to follow reason as a guide.   For 

credulity without inquiry is a sure way to deceive oneself.  Through inquiry, questions should provoke 

reflection about the question as much as into the questioner.  Thus dual questioning (spiraling inquiry) leads 

us below (beneath) the conditioned mind to the very substrate of Awareness itself.  Inquiry confounds the 

mind’s habitual patterns and sabotages the mind along with its need for security and certainty to allow the 

awareness behind the mind to reveal itself.  Questions that pertain to the mystery of life should not be 

answered immediately, nor should they be assaulted with what is already known—let it sit and meditate on 

it like a haiku or koan.  (See: The Self, Real Self, Unique Self, True Self, Inner Self, Awareness, Belief, 

Self-Inquiry, Belief, Self-Deception, Deep-See Diving, Meditation, Delusion, Faith, Trust, Reason, Proof, 

Logic, Axioms, Knowledge, Knowing, Heart-Center, RISE, Quest & Hohm) 

 

Judgment – the act of condemning or invalidating another soul or life experience. 2) the act of separating 

out aspects of reality and labeling some funky aspects as more desirable than others. 3) drawing conclusions 

about a given reality without having sufficient information necessary to make an accurate assessment. 4) 

Impersonal intuition with certainty. 5) finite perception and limited understanding of reality fragmented and 

superimposed onto holographic inter-dimensional consciousness-at-large.  Judgments are false because they 

are partial—and they claim as if they are the whole (interlinked-interconnected), but unless you know the 

whole, you cannot know the part.  Moreover, if you’re not the whole, you never have to pretend to play the 

part.  Life comes in fragments—and judgment is about the totality—and all that is, is of The Whole in One.  
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You can balance your checkbook while passing the bank but if you pass your judgments you will never be 

able to balance them.  “Judgment is either to confuse someone’s unconscious behavior with who they are or 

to project your own unconsciousness onto another person and mistake that for who they are.” ~ Eckhart 

Tolle.  You can never tell me who I am, only whom you imagine I might have been.  “Use judgment, don’t 

make judgment.” ~ Evan Enkelmann.  (See: Awakening, Learning, Discernment, Ego, Bliss, SaviorSelf, 

Attachment, Truth-Based Truth, Glimpse, Onlookers, Surrender, Morality, Acceptance & Moralic Acid) 

 

Justice – the equal balance of one’s productive and creative energy relative to the dissipative value of one’s 

consumption and destruction during each life transaction and cumulatively across one’s whole life 

transaction, i.e., the proper ratio between what one contributes and what one derives from Life. 2) those that 

are in need of help the most, voluntarily are provided the most help. 3) removing ignorance rather than 

punishing it.  In American law, you get the opportunity to choose whether you’ll live free or slave, and that 

choice is made by how you live.  In theory, justice is invoked by those who seek to live in harmony, 

proportion, reciprocity and balance, and is preserved by and reserved for phfree men and women well-

grounded with an elevated consciousness.  Justice belongs to the person in whom each part performs the 

funktion proper to it, without being overruled by another part. Principally justice has to do with the 

relationship of the part to the whole.  In actual practice, justice rises no higher than the intelligence or 

stupidity, the skill or ineptness, and the integrity or treachery of those who have been elected, self-appointed 

or self-anointed to administer it.  Sans economic justice—there can be no true justice.  (See: Phfree, Law, 

Tyrannolaw, Jurisprudence, Standing, Locus Delicti, Tyranny, Venue, Original Jurisdiction, “Code of 

Silence,” Police, Authoritarianism, “Altruism,” Symbiocracy, Demockcracy, Market Economies, Subject 

Matter Jurisdiction, Colonized Mind, Rights & Greed) 

 

Kenosis – Self-Emptying (from the Greek word “Kenoo,” meaning ‘void,’ ‘evacuate,’ ‘become nothing.’) 

2) empty-out—wiping clean the inner mirror for crystal clear reflection.  You must freely empty yourself 

to become aware of the eternal Self above yourself.  There is a necessity of elimination in the mental 

world—the world of action as well as the world of material possessions and attachments.  (See: Self-

Emptying, ROPE, Surrendering, Knowledge-Scrolling, De-education, Elimination, Emptiness, No-Self 

Realization, Advaita, Attachment, Clinging, Meditation, “Seating” & Readiness) 

 

Kingdom of Heaven – the higher level of inner transformation possible for Man—the transformative power 

of Self-Realization. 2) the power of knowledge of the True Self. 3) the undifferentiated state of 

consciousness that belongs to the infant who can perceive and appreciate the whole experience 

simultaneously from a witness-like perspective.  The Kingdom of Heaven is Within!  You cannot enter the 

“Kingdom of Heaven” other than by discovering the dormant-until-activated living Divinity within yourself 

that you are—being the animating consciousness and self-awareness principle of God Itself.  The Kingdom 

of Heaven is always at hand—always here and only in the timeless present—only you have to move out of 

(or away from) time to enter in it.  (See: Awakening, Awareness, Self-Realization, Homo Divinitas, 

Yekhidah, Christ, Eternity, God-Self-Divine, Nonduality, The Buddha, SaviorSelf, The Buddha-Christ, 

Third-Door, Attachment, Ascension, LADDER, Template of Oneness & The Present) 

 

language – the creation and use of abstractions manifested through speech, not writing. 2) a game that is 

played according to internal rules that need not have any connection with the actual attributes of reality. 3) 

tool for either loving communication (contact), or a barrier to intimacy. 4) a vestigial remnant of man’s 

primordial telepathic ability. 5) an inventory of symbols with a system that ties them together.  Language 

without the contrary and opposites loses its ability to imprint meaning.  Language not only processes 

perceptions of knowledge and culture but also provides occasion for perceiving (and even shaping) to 
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commence; and therefore, language is originating as well as original—creating as it is reflecting.  The 

nation-state functions to extinguish (weed out) living languages by using plastic words, which reduces 

diversity and creates monocultures.  Language is not only a part of the perceptual system, but, most often, a 

primary catalyst or thematic funktionary for perceptions.  “A language is a dialect with an army and a 

navy.” –Max Weinrich.  “Language is a world in and of itself, and this world is World War III.” –Karl 

Popper.  Precise speech begets precise thought (though most people assume otherwise, i.e., vice versa).  

Language is about community and not merely communication, and when you have community without 

communication, it is like having a cult but not a culture; like being domesticated but not cultivated, or like 

being excavated but not really or fully understood—you dig? We are suspended and animated between one 

another’s languaculture.  (See: Contact, Unspeak, Lie, Sign, Languaculture, Plastic Words, The Word, 

Waking Consciousness, Excluded Middle, Acrolect, Basilect, Linguicism, Power, Deficit Theory, 

Psychological Reversal, Meaning, Recall Button, Perception, Semiotics, Frames & Communication) 

 

LEAF - Law Evidence And Fact.  The leaves of justice are torn out of the Book of Life when truth is placed 

over reality and law over humanity.  Too many people of color are arrested, booked, tried and jailed as 

injustice goes unassailed in the Crayola Court of Law (operating as tribunals under color of law). 2) Life 

Experienced And Forgotten.  Throughout life, our experiences have always validated our beliefs; and its no 

mystery, since our beliefs create our experiences.  Operating from conclusions drawn from beliefs and 

carried by our memories, we create our reality.  As we encounter life, know it as a passing moment—a 

reflection of your mind (a recalled thought-sign) that is not to be believed, but simply experienced and 

forgotten, like a leaf falling to the ground.  Drawing on memories acts as an adhesive—holding onto the 

way something was.  Thus, you remain at the effect of your beliefs, never realizing your thoughts give birth 

to the experiences that ensnare or enslave you.  That’s why they are called “convictions.”  Leaf through the 

pages in your book of life and observe whether you have mastered mind, or if mind has mastered you.  

“Which of you by taking thought can add one cubit unto his stature?” ~ Jesus.  When it is written in 

scripture ascribed to “Jesus” to “take no thought…” what is meant is that peace of mind cannot exist within 

the confines of your mind, but rather, it exists prior to mind, in a space clear and unobstructed by thought.  

Just watch the leaf fall—uninvolved.  (See: Crayola Court, Racism White Supremacy, Beliefs, Memory, 

Mind, Truth, Law, Meditation, Thought, Experience, Fact, Proof, Convictions & Self-Remembering) 

 

Living Waters – a metaphor for esoteric or inner Truth—referring to that inner development that leads to 

the next rung on the ladder of truth up towards reality-as-infinity.  Living waters have a basis in reality and 

fertilize the seed of spiritual self-unfoldment. 2) truth that changes according to the dictates of the nature of 

reality.  (See: Water, Metaphors, Deep-See Diving, Inner Truth, Lucifer, Christ, Spirituality, Wine & Stone) 

 

LOCO – Letting Our Conditioning Overtake.  If you’ve allowed your conditioning to drive you crazy, it’s 

because you’ve become mentally too lazy.  If you take things too literally or too seriously, you can be driven 

mad too. 2) Logic Of Contradictory Opposites.  The Aristotelian logic of polar opposites (e.g., right-wrong, 

good-bad, night-day, happy-sad, hot-cold, is-isn’t, etc.) drives us crazy while impairing our ability to 

differentiate sense from nonsense, truth from reality, and prefabricated mental and cultural maps from the 

territory.  Aristotelian logic drives people crazy by creating logical dilemmas resulting in perpetual wars 

(between classes) and conflicts (within classes) as well as fomenting semanticide (death by words mistaken 

for existents (fixed states).  Until such time realization happens upon us that we continually create our own 

realities, we will continue to drive each other and ourselves loco—frozen in our fixed states.  Aristotelian 

logic abstracts a dynamic universe into a frozen condition—a sealed fate within a fixed state.  (See: 

Conditioning, Words, Language, Indoctrination, Programming, Unlearning, Miseducation & Aristotelitis) 
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Love – unconditional sharing in reality-as-infinity outside of need, desire or demand—love is how you see 

yourself in others (as Self). 2) the experience of unconditional acceptance of and compassion to what is. 3) 

that which is not asked for nor demanded yet when exists gives reason to life, living and self-advancement 

of others and self. 4) the energy which brings all things together and enables them to live in accord and 

harmony.  Love is the affinity of Being for being; for the infinite to experience itself (as if) finite.  Romantic 

love is a delicate state of mind in which one hypnotically projects—the beloved is inside you—you first 

project, then you begin to identify and trust.  Love is the ‘hum’ in human—the cosmic vibration (Om).  

Love is not sexual but arises out of polaric sex-energy without object or objective.  It is just like a lotus 

flower coming out of mud—but it is not mud—it is a total transformation of it.  Love in its pristine purity is 

all-embracing beyond relationships (duality and separateness), identifications and attachments.  Love is the 

universal solvent which ends all impressions of duality; love has no opposite.  Love is for all—it neither 

demands any return nor thinks in terms of possession.  At all times, in all places and circumstances, love, 

like the shade of a tree, remains the same for all.  Love cannot exist if there is something you want out of it. 

 

Love affairs – sexually explicit and perfectly illicit bursts of lust-love resembling love-lust taking place 

only for a matter of time and ending only in a matter of time.  And I’m upside down in this crazy love affair, 

but I’m too far gone—baby keep it right there!  She said: “Some things are worth losing sleep over.”  He 

retorted:  “I really don’t care what you think, but I can’t go to sleep nor sleep around until I know you 

understand that.”  “Physical love cannot be real; it’s a single way we feel.  Sexually we could relate—now 

and then we were a perfect mate.  Physical love can never grow; our weakness would one day show.” ~ W. 

Bootsy Collins.  If you are at home producing babies without maintaining mutual sexual satisfaction, then 

maybe it’s time you should take (or get in on) some action.  We don’t know what we’ve got until we’ve lost 

it; we don’t know what we’ve been missing until it arrives after the farewells, goodbyes or good riddance.  

(See: Monogamy-Infidelity Paradox, Lust, Separation, Wedlock, Limpidity, Pitts Technique & Divorce) 

 

Lucid living – witnessing awareness within the Awake-dream—the awareness in which everything is 

arising. 2) overstanding of the fundamental polarity of existence and being all that we are—both apparently 

and essentially. 3) being conscious simultaneously of both poles of our dual nature. 4) consciously 

embracing both our shared essential nature as awareness and our ‘indivi-dual’ apparent nature as a separate 

individualistic person among others in this life-dream. 5) recognition that the person you appear to be is not 

the real you, because you are the life-dreamer (God-Self-Divine) which is dreaming itself to be everyone 

and everything. 6) witnessing awareness within the Awake-dream—the awareness in which and through 

which everything is arising. 7) living the divine life which supports all of reality; in accordance with the 

attributes of reality or the Way.  When you come to the realization that Consciousness is dreaming Itself to 

be everyone and everything, you may just find yourself in love with everyone and everything.  Lucid living 

is coming into a state of love with the mystery of life—along with all the suffering, the good, the bad and 

the indifferent.  It is care (the generative principle), intelligence and love that help mitigate the suffering by 

releasing oneself from the story of one’s life and the sense of separateness.  When you discover who you 

are, you discover you are love powered by the light of Consciousness.  Don’t worry; your story is always 

there once you shift your awareness back to it.  Lucid living is coming into a direct appreciation of Being–

experiencing with intensity the awesome mystery of it.  Lucid living is being at Hohm with the unknowing 

while knowing lucid living serves a singular function but no solitary purpose.  It is however, a profoundly 

meaningful blessing—a sacred spaciousness to live life fully Alive.  Lucid living is in service to the mystery 

of existence; not in service of some imagined purpose.  Purpose presupposes a teleological fulfillment at 

some future time.  Lucid living only happens Now—in the joyous immensity of the moment.  Whose life 

are you living?  Whose script are you running, and to what end?  Allow yourself to be overtaken by the 

question and the answer will live through you.  Lucid living (deep awake) is witnessing Awareness, pure 
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knowingness, which does not serve or make use of things and people or serve some ultimate destiny, but 

rather fulfills them.  When we leave things to themselves we also come Hohm to ourselves—blessed, kissed 

and caressed by Life Itself.  (See: Awareness, Self-Ownership, Church of the Phfree Lunch, Awakening, 

ME, Polarity, MEAL, Deep Awake, Cosmic Shell, Unchanging Self, Body, Gnosis, Time, Person, The 

Universe, The World, Death, Hypnosis, Heart, Unbirthday, Third-Door, Upper Room & Living Large) 

 

manifestering – getting in the way or yourself—blocking the vital-flow on its way to your very own life 

movie-show.  If we allow it, we give it the greatest energy of all.  If we discern it or analyze it, we take away 

from it—we limit its energy to become manifest in our lives.  As long as it is under analysis, being judged, 

weighed, talked about, thought about, etc., it never accumulates enough energy to become manifest—it just 

sits festering.  It takes focused consciousness and unblocked energy for imagery and visions to cross the 

existential threshold and manifest from out of the higher oscillating thought-form sphere into the (s)lower 

Hertzian commandeered plane we have descended into.  How can you possibly unself-manifest when all of 

your energy is spent on manifestering?  (See: Self-Abandonment, Cultural Conditional, Letting Go, 

Thought-Forms, Free Will, Imagineering, Imagination, Fantasy, Infinity, Reality & Subconscious Mind) 

 

misery quotient – a formula used by the exploited, alienated, self-denied, guilt-infused or disillusioned to 

make decisions as to whether or not to act or to keep enduring the misery or hollowness that has come to be 

one’s life.  MQ is expressed as: “Your current unhappiness divided by the harmful consequences of 

contesting it, multiplied by your fear of the unknown, carried over by the recognition of your fragmentation, 

squared by the acceptance of your suffering, subtracted by your gross potential.”  The product of MQ allows 

you to think twice about whether you really need to act, disclose, divulge, reveal or conceal within the 

enforced happily-ever-after of domestic silence.  There is an inverse relation of MQ to IQ, the higher the IQ, 

the lower the MQ.  (See: Monogamy, Staged Sex, Marriage, Wedlock, Suffering, Separation, Subconscious, 

Relationships, Spiritual Maturity, Inner Work & Roaming Charge) 

 

moment – the “time,” i.e., actuality update, wherein memory and desire either collide or coincide within 

authentic lived experience. 2) the here-now.  The womb of the moment is a matrix or blackprint for infinite 

possibilities.  Each moment is multi-dimensional and a potential resurrection.  To live the moment totally, 

consciously, aware and freely is to celebrate it.  Life is spontaneous eruption—be available to the moment.  

The whole existence culminates in this moment, converges into this moment, cascades into this moment, 

pouring into this moment; all that ever was is only here now as invisible infinitesimal configurations of 

energy in the Literal Present.  The moment is always better when you are in it.  It is the only state where life 

happens anew every actuality update (instant of change).  When you allow the moment to be you, and you 

the moment—there is no time for self-judgment or any judgment whatsoever—there is only real meditative 

presence, and that equates to love; and love lives totally in the moment—surrendering to adoration.  A 

moment is the interface between psychological time and timelessness.  Enlightenment is to be 

unconditionally intimate with the joyous immensity of this moment.  “Every moment is a golden one for 

him with the vision to recognize it as such.  Life is now, every moment.  What it is that goes on moment by 

moment in a man’s life is forever unfathomable.” —Henry Miller.  There is no other time or place to give 

yourself, totally, to all that is.  You are the substratum on which everything moves—let it flow freely.   (See: 

Timepiece, Presence, Alive, The Moment, Letting Go, The Past, Literal Present, Flow, Subjective Reality, 

Eternal Now, Future, Mad Love, Surreal Love, Meditativeness, The Godspell, Active Acceptance, Prema, 

Self-Moment, Symbolic Love, Judgment, Time, Phfree & Sexuality) 

 

Monetized Debt – a psychological means of camouflaging and deferring an obligation into perpetuity while 

conferring the obligation on those to whom it doesn’t properly belong, and in effect, thereby expropriating 
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the wealth of the producer(s) of exchange-value in the form of services and goods that comprise wealth in 

proportion to the frequency (velocity) of its acceptance.  The more you use it, the more you get used by 

virtue of its very use!  “Monetized debt” is perpetual imaginary demand—a contrivance of mass 

hallucination and sanctioned fraudulent deception.  We use “monetized debt,” (unearned symbolic 

imaginary demand laced with a parasitic interest burden) as claims on wealth the banker owes to whomever 

we obtain wealth from with them!  The bankster will never redeem the imaginary “dollars” (by a service or 

product sold back to the community or economy at large); and as political monetary units, they are forever 

non-redeemable by the non-producer issuer (of sanctioned legalized counterfeit).  (See: Political Money, 

Gangbanking, S&M Banking, Matrix Capitalism, Trapitalism, Federal Reserve Notes & Creditory Lending) 

 

NESTS – Nothing Ever Stays The Same.  Nothing is ever quite what we hope, imagine, expect, purport or 

believe it to be.  Nothing transient can nor will provide enduring meaning, satisfaction, gratification, and 

sense of purpose or security.  Nothing in life, truth or reality is ever final, perfected or complete; everything 

remains in constant flux in a larger context of all-pervasive impermanence, Emptiness (Empty nests)—the 

liberating open-ended nature of reality—allows life to ceaselessly create and recreate itself in unfathomable 

variations each seamless moment.  Empty NESTS make creativity, freedom, expansiveness and growth 

possible.  We must learn to spread our wings and fly away deep into subjective reality.  What we think we 

are is actually only one of our passing states.  When we desperately cling to the truth of form, all forms of 

truth will ultimately prove to be formless.  NESTS simply provide the temporary structure of truth that 

helps us observe the changing content of truth.  We will find solutions in reality only when we begin to see 

the illusions of truth—permanency, perfection and completion—the fixed reference points we imagine and 

operate our lives from.  (See: Truth, Emptiness, Real Love, All, Quantum Reality, Commitment, The 

Moment, Space-Time, Literal Present, Now, Subjective Reality, Life, Immortality & Impermanence) 

 

neuralasticity – the psychonomic propensity and synaptic ability to stretch the bicameral mind (out of the 

waking sleep state of ordinary unconsciousness) and refine consciousness in order to expand into the 

luminous immensity of the God-Self-Divine. 2) consciously expanding one’s environment for learning, 

making choices as ever-comprehending acts of Will and experiencing their consequences in a self-

correcting and intelligent manner. 3) expanding the degree to which the world’s chaos, uncertainty, paradox, 

and complexity is allowed to register in one’s awareness without experiencing cognitive dissonance. 4) 

moving toward increasing complexity (from a determinate point of view of re-cognition giving way to an 

indeterminate flow of balanced cognition and perception) along with more openness to emerging nuance, 

subtlety, immeasurability and paradox. 5) epistemologically stretching thought and learning perpetually into 

unaccustomed twists and turns that bespeak a rigorous distinction between unfolding subjective creative 

vitality (open-ended overstanding) instead of an objective uncreative finality (dead-end understanding). 6) 

the capacity and ability to remain focused through subtle and highly nuanced complexity.  Neuralasticity 

prevents mental contracture (i.e., when the synaptic connective tissue is damaged and scarred from cross-

wired firing thereby preventing normal mobility and cerebral agility causing restriction in life and gross 

cementality). 7) movement beyond the periphery of the mind’s conceptual ability.  Neuralasticity is about 

pushing the envelope (stretching the self-imposed boundaries) of proper consciousness from the Alpha 

Mind to the Beta Mind, to the Gamma Mind, to the Delta Mind and finally into the Nevermind or No-Mind.  

Once you have expanded the self Elsewhere and removed it from being a central thing, a locus in and focus 

from one’s head as the seat of consciousness, the center of awareness becomes one with all it perceives—

and this my “nizzle,” is living the Neuralife while rocking a DOO-RAG (Disappearance Of Oneself—

Reality Augmenting Gnosis) chillin’ in the LODGE (the temple wherein once you know—it all seems so 

simple).  Neuralasticity helps extend our elastic horizons for accelerating the onset of unforeseen 

discoveries.  (See: Neuralife, Elsewhere, Nth Degree, Cementality, Cerebral Cortex, Alpha Mind, Beta 
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Mind, Gamma Mind, Delta Mind, No-Mind, Ntu, Ph.F. Degree, Inframation, The LEVER Age, Tacit 

Knowledge, Unknowing, Sapience, Neuroplasticity, Wisdom, Nonduality, Reality Boxes & Neuralism) 

 

“No!” – the powerful and magical one-word mantra.  Each time you utter “no,” (and really mean it) 

obligation dissolves and you release a little bit of duty that is constipating your life.  Duty, it must be 

understood, is a four-letter word.  Trust your instinct to go against the ‘inner stink,” called duty.  Saying 

“no” fosters unconditional love, because if people still love you after you honestly deny their request of you, 

your money, your space, or your time, then their love must be unconditional.  You don’t deny the person; 

you simply negate or dissipate the request made of you and never allow it to rise to the level of implied or 

expressed obligation—where duty, guilt and shame come into play within the game.  To infants and 

toddlers, “no” is a powerful word and they are born masters at putting “know-it-all” adults in their place.  

Adults have been conditioned into accommodation and non-confrontation.  Children are still bright enough 

not to give a care and will “no-it-all” while looking at you with a blank stare.  We must learn from the 

wisdom of babes (both kind) by getting ‘No-aware’ fast.  By standing up to demands placed on you, you 

start standing for something rather than standing for anything anyone thinks you’ll fall for.  For those truly 

in the “No,” just keep following your “No’s.” Yessir!!  For those who don’t afford you the opportunity to 

voluntarily offer assistance without asking, then close your eyes and repeat three times in a row: “To No’em 

is to love them.”  (See: Duty, Whinos, Help, Guilt, Obligation, Tough Love, Shame, Real Love, Yessir, 

Oughtistic, Should, Mindsets, Metaphors, Denydration, Substitute Life, Co-Dependency & Volunteering) 

 

One Love – the expression of the innate knowingness that all there is, is Consciousness—and that 

Consciousness is a funktioning in the manifestation of the Totality towards the PlayForce, i.e., freedom, 

creativity and love.  Since God is Consciousness in its undifferentiated aspect—God is as Zero, and in 

mathematics, any number raised to the power of zero is one, i.e., any number multiplied by itself zero times 

is equal to and exhibits the same properties as the number one.  One is the mathematical representation of 

Love.  Therefore any number, which represents all things seen and unseen, that is raised to the power of 

zero, which represents its true nature or essence, is Love.  Even though outwardly everyone and everything 

appear differential, multiplicative, and divided, the true nature of everything is One Love.  Any number 

multiplied by one equals that number—ergo through the multiplicative property, one is a number that does 

not enhance (add to, complete or diminish) another number.  Since one or love is how Consciousness 

expresses or objectivizes itself, love is an experience where the object of love is allowed to unfold as its 

nature dictates.  Moreover, any number divided by one remains that same number.  Through the properties 

of division, one is a number that does not destroy or displace another number.  It allows the number to 

remain unchanged.  Again, Consciousness expresses itself as love through an experience where the object of 

the love is allowed to remain untouched and unfold as its nature dictates.  Love by nature does not attempt 

to alter or in any way change the object of its love.  So, One Love is the experiential funktioning of oneness 

wherein the object of the love is allowed to exist as it was created in phfreedom, incompleteness and 

creativity—which by the way are the implications of Infinity.  One is the first whole number that sits on the 

right hand of zero (“God”) and is also a positive number.  To decrypt the script of love, we must overstand 

that love existed before our experience of it, therefore it is not the result of the experience, and it is the 

cause.  For love to exist prior to our arising into consciousness, there must be only one love that sustains us 

all.  That sustaining grace is One Love.  One love cannot be loss, lost or won—there is no Love Won—there 

is only One Love.  (See: True Relationship, Zero, Relationships, Nonduality, God, Love & Consciousness)  

 

Orderlies – those so-called “authorities” in society who mold, arrest, bend and break you against your 

real nature—your original or natural self.  The orderlies condition you to “think-quick” not “feel-deep.”  

They create synthetic (symbolic) needs and disorient you from authentic ones.  When the need is false—
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the greed is for real.  When the need is artificially created it can never be satiated, fulfilled naturally—you 

remain totally unfulfilled and so un-for-real.  The NINJA-Neuralists are locked into internecine 

psychological warfare with the Orderlies.  The movie “The Matrix” and “V for Vendetta” depicted some 

of this psycho-drama.  (See: NINJA, True Self, NEO, Trinity, The One, Authority, Time & Neuralism)  

 

Over-the-Hill – when it takes you all night to do what you used to do all night. 2) old enough to know 

better, but young enough to try. 3) when work becomes more fun and fun becomes more work. 4) the period 

in one’s life when it takes longer to rest than to get tired. 5) the stage of life when all your goodies are gone. 

6) when what doesn’t hurt doesn’t work.  After 30 is when you start to get in touch with your inner Dirty.  

Consoling note—the good news is that when you’re over the hill, you pick up speed; the disconcerting 

note—the bad news is that at the bottom of the hill is the cemetery.  Some can’t get it up; while others can’t 

keep it in—but it all depends.  Dirty ‘Ole Motto: “Do unto others as they would do unto you—given the 

chance—before it’s too late to do anything at all.”  If you’re an old man going places, be sure your 

nightlight is kept on—the house.  It’s hell to be old when the night is so young.  (See: Fleshback, Viagra, 

Inner Dirty, Impotence, Spuzzard, Big Sexy, Rollout Minutes, Lust, Tenderoni, Staged Sex & Bedridden) 

 

paper money – a misnomer.  “Paper money” is not paper, nor is it money; it is made out of rag (cotton-

linen cellulose) in the form of a promise-less “note” to perform an impossibility—both pay “dollars” and be 

“dollars” in the same instance (erroneously implied wealth)—which it never does, nor ever can.  Under 

monopoly capitalism sanctioned by the Corporate State, paper money is pure loot—100% counterfeit (not 

by legal sanction but by nature) unless redeemable in specific amounts of existing wealth held in reserve 

which the proxy either represents or is a receipt, i.e., a deposit certificate) for the silver or gold.  (See: 

Federal Reserve Notes, IRS, Fractional Reserve System, Fictional Reserve System, “Credit,” Dollar, 

Quantity Theory of Money, Tax Money, Hidden Tax, Political Money, GEO-Dollars, Cultural Induction, 

Funny Money, IN HOC SINK, Political Money, Second Tax, Property & Inflation) 

 

paycheck – the “pay” you get for staying (or being kept) “in check.”  Workers shuffle like a well-thumbed 

deck, between the palms that suspire next week’s paycheck.  The paycheck reinforces, even in the face of 

unlimited potential, the tendency to disdain possibility in lieu of the predictable.  In order to live-out your 

dreams (and not live in or from them) you must remove the paycheck-pacifier and put your money where 

your mouth is instead.  You cannot talk your way out of a paycheck; you must walk your way out of one.  

Talking a good game and executing one is not the same.  Where there is no one else to blame, it takes 

courage, fortitude and faith to step out solo on GAME—Generating And Making Ends—despite the haters, 

fakers, no-risk takers, family, and belittling yet well-meaning friends who fear you leaving them in the 

cubicle, on the clock, on the corner, or just as they are.  If you allow yourself to listen to them, you will go 

somewhere, but only up to par, because a paycheck will take you, just not that far—never surpassing the 

expectations others have set for you as a bar.  Does your paycheck have you in self-check?  Check your 

pay—not yourself.  O.K.!?   (See: Gross Income, Labor, Property, Wages, Federal Reserve Notes, Inflation, 

Income, Human Resources, Payroll, Employee, Legal Tender, Checklist, SSN, Second Tax, Hidden Tax, 

Real Tax, Direct Taxes, Employment Taxes, W-4 Form, SSN, Substantive Regulations & Indirect Taxes) 

 

people – imagined dream-figures in consciousness.  People, as an abstract composite, are a greater 

challenge and enigma than the material sciences. 2) ontological exiles who live lives that are not their own, 

banished from themselves, and from the apparent separate Other which define them. 3) those in history but 

not of history.  When you encounter people, begin to realize them as supreme consciousness or “I Am” 

expressing itself through a body-mind complex.  Consciousness is what brings life to everything and 
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everything to life.  Everything is interconnected.  We are all connected through the Divine Light.  (See: 

Human Beam, Physical World, Quantum Reality, Light, Photon, Objective Reality, ET & Beacon) 

 

perfect rhythm  – allowing grace to manifest through the unlikely balance of trying and not trying, of 

zeroing in and letting go.  Perfect rhythm is a palpable energy similar in nature to “flow” and being in the 

“zone” simultaneously. 2) a sense of alignment with the God-Self as Divine or with the universe itself.  In 

perfect rhythm we tune ourselves directly into our Self-Divine nature replete with the plenum of murmured 

possibility.  Focused surrender attunes our consciousness to innate prayerfulness, the beam of awareness—

“raydreaming—or light year groovin’.  When you are in perfect rhythm there is a grateful acceptance and 

affirmation of whatever may be will be—just as you are in total surrender in the Now.  In perfect rhythm 

you expect nothing yet remain open to anything and down for everything.  (See: Rhythm, Grace, Surrender, 

Letting Go, Dharma, Song, Gratitude, Slogress, Vibration & Christ) 

 

Piece-Activist – someone who will take action or contribute presence, energy, resources or “money” to a 

certain social or political cause, if and only if, there is something “in it” (i.e., material gain or expectation of 

personal exposure or jollies) for the ego or the person(ality).  Are you looking at a piece for yourself without 

the thought of giving of yourself?  Pushing a cause as the front for your try—not letting on to your ulterior 

motivating lie—you’re greedy and it’s “do or die.”  “No Justice, Just A Piece.”  It’s been a 

hologram…Gimme!  (See: Greedy, Ego, Enoughness, Justice, Surrender, Principles, Affluenza, Hoarding, 

Ego-Personality, Control, Scarcity, Beef Garden, Fishbowl, Abundance, GIMME! & Coin-Operated)   

  

people – those with optical options but no insight in sight—fuzzy foresight, hazy hindsight, but no vision 

whatsoever. 2) L-7 squares. 3) those who unknowingly ride the acquired, inculcated L-7 trains of thought in 

daily life of dull routine, laborious drudgery, hopelessness and slogans. 4) fishbowlers—offering a fish-head 

profile.  With neither the courage to face life (in reality instead of in truth), nor the insight to renounce (the 

ego, not the world), neither the mental stamina to live (authentically), nor the intellectual vigor to enquire 

(unto the True Self), neither the imagination to transcend belief (despite its self-limiting center cut lie), nor 

the daring to disbelieve (a conviction still the same)—half-ass, half-amazing—utterly deluded, the pixilated 

populace.  (See: Free-Range Slavery, Self-Maintained Slaves, Recall Button, Cosmic Schoolhouse, Vision, 

Looking, Seeing, Sight, Dogma, Slaptivity, Attention, Nimbus Truth, True Seeing, Insight, True Self, The 

World, Naptivity, Fishbowl, Final Truth, Deep-See Diving, False Self, Fishbowl & DYOG) 

 

Poll workers – political or exotic exhibitionists who work you and the polls with dollar bills for your vote 

of confidence.  Whether doing the political worm or the erotic butterfly, both types of poll workers 

(strippers and staffers) are adept at workin’ those poles.  Both types of workers leave smell-tracks wherever 

they have been workin’ the poles and/or the polls.  (See: Track-a-Trick, Voting, Elections, VOTE, Politics, 

Democracy, Law, Constitution, Rights, Exchange, Control, Authority, Self-Ownership & Propaganda) 

 

Political Money – a psychologically (psychogenic) created entity (credit, inflation per se) or imaginary 

demand medium by use and acceptance.  Political money (and money media) is accepted as a potential 

claim on wealth based in ignorance of the fundamental nature of mutual exchange involving a non-producer 

as facilitator and intermediary (interloper).  “Dollars” (though technically, legally, and in actuality are no 

longer a reality as a weight measurement of an amount of semi-precious metals) are still accepted, with or 

without awareness that they are “creations” and records of imaginary debt.  Paper “dollar” tokens are 

accepted, with or without cognizance that they are evidence of imaginary debts we owe to the issuers.  

Dollar-denominated political monetary units are pseudo-claims against the goods (and/or services) of some 

future producer, and the only way he will be able to make use of them is to “pass them off” (onto or over to) 
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someone else (an equally unsuspecting sucker).  The mere use of political money (and monetary media) in 

our economy is unrecognized acceptance of control by the creator-issuers (embezzlers, expropriators and 

counterfeiters), i.e., the banking system sanctioned by Congress.  Wherever political monetary units are 

accepted as a medium of exchange wealth and freedom are forfeited—whether you are able to fathom it or 

not.  Political money (credit created as the flip-side of imaginary monetized debt) is the name of the pimp 

game, accept it (credit-money) and you surrender some portion of your freedom and self-determination.  

“The most important thing to consider in any negotiation concerning government is that nothing is for 

nothing.”  ~ Merrill M.E. Jenkins, Sr.  (See: Money, Federal Reserve Notes, Dollar, “Credit,” “Monetized 

Debt, Vapor Charge, Matrix Capitalism, Trapitalism, Cultural Induction, Usury & Currency Switch) 

 

Possessions – things that you have or things that have you, the difference being whether or not one is 

“Holding Balance” or not. 2) things, concepts, relationships, positions, or beliefs that one accumulates to 

provide the feeling of the illusion of security and/or permanency.  The amount of attention required to 

make something appear permanent is an all-consuming effort—the possession has possessed you. 3) ego-

prosthetics—expanded portions of Self.  Possessions are expanded portions of self-assuming the role of 

parts of the body one could lose.  Possessions are things that one wants to be a part of oneself—or 

attached to oneself.  Possessions are things that do not actually belong to the self but are felt as if they 

ought to—things that are perceived to be actually outside the person, but symbolically inside.  Women 

(wives or otherwise), if viewed as possessions will never bring happiness.  You never see her for who she 

is if you view her as a trophy or possession.  Despite possessions being exogenous, they are infused by 

their owner-beholders with feeling and significance to the point of their becoming a part of one’s ego.  

The more attachment one has to possessions—one’s self-worth becomes more and more derived from the 

possessions.  Nothing is so necessary as to know thoroughly what is unnecessary.  We are intoxicated 

with and controlled by a ravenous desire for “more stuff.”  Ultimately until (or if you ever) catch a clue, 

the things you own end up owning you.  You can live a fuller life with less.  Our true “belongings” are not 

our possessions but our longings for meaning through our many relationships.  (See: Attachment, 

Relationships, Purging, Hoarding, Enoughness, Approval, Desires, “Holding Balance,” Repossession, 

Scarcity, Suffering, Object, Relationships, Happiness, Enjoyment, Sharing, “Letting-Go” & Ideology) 

 

posture – the shape of meditation with the body aligned with the pure whole-mind—dignified.  There is 

the shape of the body, and the shape of the mind—both impact each other.  In order to keep the shape of 

the mind, you must keep the shape of the body.  If you keep the body straight, the shape of the mind will 

be straight.  It is much easier to keep the shape of the body than it is to keep the shape of the mind.  When 

your mind is out of shape, it is out of control.  When your mind is split (in subject-object duality) it is 

obfuscating the fundamental nature of reality.  Physical posture is important but the mental attitude of 

quiescence is far more important.  Cultivating your own position of mind allows you to spontaneously 

adapt yourself to each person you encounter according to his or her own nature, level of consciousness, 

reality box formatting and state of mind.  (See: Meditation, Body-Mind, Kundalini, Silence & Limpidity)  

 

prayer – a radical insight and response to Life via clarity of intention. 2) internal dialogue with your source 

of life—it is wordless. 3) the process of connecting in order to center, i.e., (it is not for oneself but for 

oneness). 4) the experience of Be-ing. 5) a sincere quest for existential answers.  Prayer means the whole is 

significant.  Only that growth which is of self-consciousness is spiritual.  Corporate religious prayer is an I-

thou relationship; God, Yahweh, Allah, etc. being the Other.  Great respect and reverence is present, but 

there is still a chasm; closeness yes, but a oneness, no.  Prayer is not that which is done in so-called houses 

of worship.  Prayer is that which is done in your own being by your own being within your own Temple.  

Prayer is a deep gratefulness—it is not something that you do, it is a way of being; an end unto itself and its 
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own result, the value being intrinsic.  Prayer must be born within—not borrowed from without. (See: Real 

Prayer, Meditation, PM Wisdom, God, Bread, Psylence, Pharisees, “Poor in Spirit,” “Rich in Spirit,” 

Begraced, Kingdom of Heaven, True Self, Eternity, Grace, Faith, Trust, “Pure in Heart,” Mourn, 

Supplication, God-Self-Divine, Human Beam, True Believers, Upper Room, Spiritual Dissatisfaction, 

Surrender, Spiritual Evolution, Meditation, Unique Self, Light, Response & Meditativeness) 

 

predictive programming – an ancient technique of downloading (marketing) an idea into the subconscious 

of the conditioned mass-mind (step-by-step) guiding (bringing) the duped victims into a desired or 

predetermined conclusion that they actually believe was consciously derived on their own.  Predictive 

programming works down through the centuries like a charm.  Everyone is standardized with the same 

indoctrination—conditioned under the same mis-education and disinformation.  Since we all watch the same 

TV and download the same standardized education, it never occurs that we are getting conned, uploaded, 

downgraded, brain-chipped and ultimately faded from any memory of being an individual self.  “Most 

folk’s beliefs and what they think is induced beliefs, it’s propagated into them through repetition as Bertrand 

Russell said.  Just repetitive advertising and people start parroting it in their daily lives and it’s actually 

changing the structure of their mind into acceptance of something they don’t even perceive yet.” ~ Alan 

Watt.  (See: Borg, Pathocracy, MEDIA, T.V., Money, Schooling, Education, Indoctrination, Cultural 

Conditioning, Dollar, “Government,” Zombie, Android, Belief, Inoculation, Chemtrails & Democracy) 

 

present moment – moment – the meeting point of two—Time and Eternity—into the Now—the One. 2) 

the meeting or convergence of the four cardinal directions. 3) the fusion of the temporal (consciousness) and 

eternal (consciousness).  In the present moment, we use temporal consciousness for solving temporal 

problems only, and use eternal consciousness for solving only eternal questions.  The present moment is the 

only instant or instance over which we have dominion.  We eject ourselves from the present moment when 

we attempt to solve temporal problems with eternal consciousness and vice versa.  Notice carefully that our 

five senses only work in the present moment, only register the present moment—not the past or the future.  

Consider that we can only handle and taste an apple in the present moment.  You cannot do so a moment 

ago or a moment hence—that is, in the past or in the future.  So we are limited to this questionable (at best) 

and doubtful (at least) thing called the present moment, and all else we call past or future and regard as 

having no real existence.  The Literal Present or present moment is actual—yet it is doubtful—not to the 

senses but to consciousness.  Our senses relate us to a present moment but our consciousness does not.  We 

are not conscious in this present moment of the senses.  It is way too fleeting to be properly conscious in.  

Our consciousness, working above senses, is a mingled confused thing, comprising past, present and 

anticipated future.  By memory and by imagination we tend to live behind or in front of the present moment 

and cannot cram ourselves into it.  Consequently, we are never really in the external world as registered by 

the senses.  Therefore each present moment experienced as it were in the living dream-past is eternal.  

“Those who dare to surrender to the present moment—with no thought about the experience, no desire that 

it return or be avoided—time is transformed into the radiance of eternity.” ~ O.G. Gusty.  Paradoxically, the 

present moment is both Time and Eternity—both change and timelessness.  Only Consciousness can hold 

Time and Eternity simultaneously while both registering and consciously experiencing Itself in the quantum 

reality of the Literal Present.  (See: Literal Present, Living Time, Passing Time, Eternity, The Past, Living 

Past, Clocksuckers, Space-Time, Timelessness, Moment, Actuality Updates, Now & Consciousness) 

 

questioning – the happy medium of self-discovery and personal freedom in a world full of dogma and 

prescriptions.  Prescribed forms cannot stay true to the constantly fluid nature of Reality, also called the 

Tao; only spontaneous action can be in harmony with this ever-changing flow.  “To be able to question is 

the beginning of one’s experienced identity.  The functioning of questioning is that it distinguishes self from 
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the world, makes possible the experiencing of one’s self as a subject in a world of objects.  The danger, 

when a person is treated as an object of control and fundamental questioning is prohibited, is that this 

experiencing of self as a subject in relation to a world of objects is lost.” ~ Rollo May, Ph.D.  (See: Tao, 

Harmony, Balance, Reality, Centroversion, PONDER, Education, Unlearning, Taboo, Sapience, 

Unanswering, Self-Discovery, FLOW, Control, Wisdom, Tradition & Prohibition) 

 

“Reality” – consensual hallucination—an ever-unfolding dream of Consciousness. 2) consensus reality.  

“Reality” has become something we look at and think about, not something we experience or comprehend.  

“Reality” is a shared contextual illusion, i.e., “reality” without awareness of the potential and the kinetic of 

the Totality.  You cannot see anything that you do not first contemplate as a reality.  Once you contemplate 

the reality of it, and whether or not it exists, from that moment on it does exist.  “Reality” and all that it 

comprises are states with an unlimited potential for change—and the true meaning and logic of infinity.  To 

overstand “Reality,” we must first ignore all we assume about it.  We are living in reality.  We are at reality 

as we experience it.  We make all shades of truth in describing that experience as best we can.  While it is 

truth’s nature and job to describe reality, truth is (and remains) a trait and therefore, forever one-step 

removed from reality.  This is why truth is asymptote to reality (i.e., approaching it but never reaching it; or 

touching it).  All that’s in reality inherits its nature—and that is change, impermanence and imperfection.  

“Reality” must be subjective in nature, because the Literal Present is too brief to contain the universe, as we 

know it.  Therefore, “reality” as well as the universe manifested in it is a real-life drama-dream hosted by 

Consciousness.  (See: Consensus Reality, Infinity, TRAIT, Grand Symbolic Happening, Illusion, Divine 

Portal, Pivotal Time, Existential Self-Relation, Quantum Reality, Space-Time & Spirituality) 

 

reality boxes – preconceived notions we have acquired from the value judgments, memes or opinions of 

other people. 2) severely limited and severed (amputated and truncated but not concatenated) versions of 

consciousness. 3) packaged and pre-packaged formats of awareness-consciousness.  The “orderlies” of 

society or the keepers of consensus reality keep people imprisoned in their various reality boxes by 

marginalizing and diminishing interest in and knowledge of awareness itself.  Reality box entrapment is 

predicated upon limiting access to, and cognizance and development of our awareness about awareness and 

stifling our curiosity of the unknown dimensions of consciousness.  Reality boxes are self-limiting reality 

manifestations formatted within human consciousness per se.  Reality boxes comprise frames of references 

(ideas, cherished assumptions, beliefs, memes, opinions, formulated thought, illusions, self-delusions, 

misapprehensions, hallucinations, distortions and expectations, etc.) supporting a rigid and limited structure 

shaped by its contents and considered constant, unmistakable, precise, impenetrable and impermeable.  

Escaping limitations to consciousness (via human reality box awareness and belief systems) is our number 

one challenge in the world today.  Establishing reality limits is one of the major functions of reality box 

software programming.  This translates into reality boxes seeing only what they have been programmed to 

see—and that alone is the extent of their particularized and circumscribed reality.  (See: Predictive 

Programming, Consciousness, Colonized Mind, FRAMES, Indoctrination & Knowledge Vacuums) 

 

Real Love – the source of all flavors and gradients of love so-called.  Real love is not the one that you could 

see coming to you, but the one you can feel leaving you after the feeling has gone.  “Real love is not 

permanent.  Real love comes and settles when you are ready to welcome it.  Every day we build a place 

where our love can stay.  If you have a big love and you don’t build enough room for it to stay, it will go 

away.  When you forget love, it will forget you as well.  You will be with everything you want to have 

except for love.” ~ Emile Dhossou.  Real Love transcends all experiences and emotions—it is of the non-

feeling state.  If it is not real love, as soon as you fall out of feeling state (connectedness), you realize the 

feeling is all you really ever had.  Real love is the deepest love—the substrate of love (that you take to be 
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real).  When you really love, you know that love transcends all experiences.  “It is not up to you to love 

because you don’t make that decision; love makes that decision for you—and you follow it without 

realizing it.  Based on the information we provide love, it will decide to come and settle in your heart.  You 

make the decision to make it feel like its home and to stay forever, or you make its life miserable so that it 

will have no other choice than to leave.” ~ Emile Dhossou.  If you seek to settle the score, you’ll come to 

find that real love don’t live here anymore.  Real love is based on maintaining true connectedness.  It is very 

possible for you to have great bi-directional communication and still find yourselves wholly disconnected.  

Better make sure you’re connected, the writing’s on the wall—stumble you might fall (out of love’s good 

favor).  Real love spawns commitment naturally.  Commitment is merely the shadow of real love—when 

the love is gone so to the commitment in its wake.  However, real love is sexy, and through it, sex is real 

lovely.  Real love cannot be defined or adequately explained and descriptions, like this one—only touch the 

outermost verge.  (See: Dr. Love, MD, True Love, Today, Dark Mountain, Commitment, LONELY, LIMP 

GLOSS, LID, Infidelity, Pitts Technique, BASIC, Centerpiece, Fleshback, Temptation, SWAP, Divorce, 

Maintenance Man, Matchstick Memories, Safe-Sack, The Lee Boys, HABIT & Cleanup Woman) 

 

Resurrection – (from the Greek word “anastasis”)—which means “recovery of spiritual truth.” 2) 

awakening vertically into Being that we always-already are. 2) a method of consciously moving from one 

world to another by morphing and then reforming one’s light (life-energy) body on the “other side.” 3) the 

externalization of what has been achieved through incarnation. 4) the raising of soul consciousness or 

overstanding to more closely experience and appreciate the nature of reality-as-infinity. 5) an experience of 

waking from the misguided belief in death. 6) overcoming the conditioned mind and our separate sense of 

self while de-mechanizing our habits—coming through the death of what or who we thought we were into 

life, towards wholeness; a renewal of the mind filtered through the Heart-Center in union with Source or 

unity with the Divine.  Lo!  Be still and know I Am God within you. In religion, astro-theologically 

speaking, resurrection is the second birth or rebirth of the sun on the first Sunday after the first full moon 

after the Spring Equinox, i.e., an astrological holiday.  “The resurrection represents waking up and 

experiencing gnosis.  The resurrection is not something that happened in the past to Jesus.  That’s just a 

story.  Neither is it something that may happen to you after you die.  That’s just a fantasy.  The resurrection 

is something you must experience for yourself in this present moment by becoming conscious of your 

essential nature as awareness.”  ~ Timothy Freke. Within realigion, by resurrecting we release God from the 

crucifixion of cosmic suffering.  It is the very price of one’s phfree will—therefore; we have to find the way 

of freedom from involvement before there can be phfreedom in involvement.  The Christian version of 

resurrection was not a historical event; it was a symbolic metaphor for experiencing Christ Consciousness in 

the present and for overstanding each individual’s potential ascent to enlightenment.  Resurrection as written 

in the “Godspells” is derived almost verbatim from the Khemetic Osiris mythology.  Mark’s version of the 

resurrection fiction of the literary mythical character “Jesus” comes from the Old Testament book of Daniel, 

especially in chapter six—the story of the Lion’s den.  Most of the stories attributed to the life of Jesus are 

taken primarily from two sources—the first being Osiris, and the second, Apollonius of Tyana, whose story 

may be read in Flavius Philostratus’s Life of Apollonius.  “Resurrection may be considered as the state of 

having fully enabled communication of oneself as a being of light with the totality.  Rather than thinking 

that one’s being has been transformed into something else in resurrection, instead one has enabled the 

potential to be a fully communicating being of light to be realized.” ~Dr. Donald Weiner.  The erection of 

the male organ was its “awakening” and in Sumerian the idea was used to express “sunrise.”  The Son is 

risen!  Resurrection is a process, not an event, and is the measure of our quantum freedom as human life-

waves of returning radiant light.  Burst daily from yesterday’s coffins of static imitation and self-imposed 

limitation!  “The resurrection represents waking up and experiencing gnosis.  The resurrection is not 

something which happened in the past to Jesus.  That’s just a story.  Neither is it something which may 
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happen to you after you die.  That’s just a fantasy.  The resurrection is something you must experience for 

yourself in this present moment by becoming conscious of your essential nature as awareness.” ~Timothy 

Freke.  So deep are the confusions that underlie the nature of what the resurrection truly means.  It is the 

light (spiritual body) that is resurrected not the physical body.  “It is sown a natural body; it is raised a 

spiritual body.” ~Corinthians 15:44.  Resurrection is paying karma (non-punitive consequences) while 

balancing the lessons we need to know with building dharma (credit) within a life-cycle—to die to our 

(false) selves completely is to be truly resurrected while still in our skin-suits on this plane during this spin-

cycle of the cosmic laundromat lesson-house called Life.  You cannot take your physical body to heaven 

because the Kingdom of Heaven dwells within you—the natural body itself as the light in awareness of 

itself as such.  (See: Awakening, Baptism, Photon, Metaphors, Easter, Jesus, Christ, Crucifiction, Sacred 

Mushroom, Astrological Theology, Light, Bottled Belief, Christian Cryptographers, Sacred Mushroom, 

Christ Consciousness, Reversion, Gnosis, Realigion, Destiny, Resuscitation, Surrender, Path of Return, 

Photon, The Return, Body of Christ, Fiction, Kingdom of Heaven, Chrism, True Self, God-Self-Divine, 

Human Beam, Creative Cycle, Creative Process, Lucifer, VOID, Anointing & Surrection) 

 

Revolutions – ideations and conceptual thoughtforms that take place in the minds of men and women long 

before they are effected by “leaders” manifested by discrete events that displace one group of estranged 

actors with another set.  Revolutions never alter the ontological relational typography of the hue-man 

condition nor ever redress the power relations between rulers and ruled; dispossessed and possessed.  

Revolutions explode on the scene (as a clash of civilizations) when socioeconomic dynamics become 

dynamite.  “In order for a revolution to occur, institutions must be in conflict—not people.” ~ Bobby 

Wright, Ph.D., from “Psychopathic Racial Personality”  “Revolutions almost never produce the contrariety 

but the continuation of what they have replaced—and how, really, could they ever do else? ~ Kirkpatrick 

Sale. (See: Colonized Mind, Constitutions, Ideology, Authoritarianism, Force, Control & Authority) 

 

Richcraft – the sorcery of greed—the use of violence, laws, deception, theft, secret oaths, and oppression to 

snatch and hoard resources from and gain power over the vast majority of people’s lives through the 

widespread use of this vicious concoction of nefarious, lethal, legal, and demonstrably devious power.  (See: 

COP, Gangbanking, Privilege, Aristocracy, Corporations, Usury, Power, Oppression, Violence, Greed, 

Deception, GIMME!, Political Money, Cultural Induction, GEO-Dollars, Control, The Pathocracy & Poor) 

 

safe-sack – a marital bed kept undefiled from interlopers.  It’s not safe if you can’t turn your back before 

it’s occupied again by someone other than you and your partner.  If you want to offer your man more than 

infidelity, do not declare your love to him until you declare it to yourself.  It’s hard loving someone else 

before you get to loving yourself.  If you don’t do the work, the math will be done for you.  Practicing safe-

sacks encourages couples to lie with each other—rather than lie to one another.  If you don’t trust your 

voice, how can you trust yourself to be what you’ve solemnly promised to another—yet not your lover?  

(See: Impostorpaedic Mattress, Pitts Technique, No-Pass Look, Ego-Based Love, Fleshback, Bedridden, 

Vows, Promises, Roll-Over Minutes, Adultery, Cheating, Divorce, Personality, Ego & Rollout Minutes) 

 

salvation – to see things—as they are; the Reality of the Real—Reality-as-Infinity. 2) the realization of the 

healing properties (salve) of Self-love, Self-Realization, Self-Abandoning and Self-worth with the attendant 

expression of an inner worth-ethic. 3) self-attained Self-realization. 4) Reality revolution. 5) the saving of 

anything from any condition or experiences not in keeping with its divine funktion or its purpose of 

existence-appearance—a purpose latent in impersonal Consciousness or Divine Intelligence.  Salvation is 

the crossing out of the false “I,” the apparent self, which is the true cross of salvation.  For many, Jesus is 

more of an alibi than a savior because sometimes you have to lose your mind (find Elsewhere and truly be 
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there) in order to divest (not save) your soul.  The soul’s vocation reaffirms that there is nothing to save.  

The true or real meaning of “salvation” is to heal or make whole—therefore salvation is not a doctrine but a 

psychology of growth in spiritual maturity—a process of reality awareness in consciousness.  Our true 

salvation both collectively and individually lies in updating the values that program our approach and 

response to Life Divine while debugging the viruses, memes and worms that were deliberately and 

maliciously inserted into those programs by psychopaths who wish to dominate, control, exploit and even 

exterminate our lives for profit.  By any and all means necessary—please SaviorSelf.  (See: Homo 

Divinitas, SaviorSelf, Sin, Chapel Perilous, Soul, LIFE, Consciousness, Being, Transformation, Elsewhere, 

Transcendence, Rebirth, Advaita, Realigion, Church, Born Again, Reversion, Path of Return, God-Self-

Divine, Alightenment, Dharma, Spiritual Maturity, Saved, God & Spirituality) 

 

satisfriction – just the right combination of bodily friction-fire, pelvic-kissing, sexual tension, penile depth 

and girth, viscosity, pressure, funk aroma-therapeutics, and varied strokes per minute to ensure essential 

orgiastic pleasure and emission.  Satisfriction is achieved through tapping the backplane regularly enough to 

drive her up the walls as if she were “Sugarbox Jones” in erotic fiction tales.  Seduction ain’t but a thang—

because satisfriction is the pursuit, the methodology and the end-game.  In her highest hopes, she always 

wanted to know what it felt like to “ride” the ropes.  Satisfriction comes with a honeybee-back guarantee.  

Show her “the ropes” and then watch her talk-in-tongues and confess to her newfound religion—because 

when it’s that good, ecstatic and tight—she needs nothing else to see or “come” to the Light.  (See: Erotic 

Neuralism, Orgasm, Ejaculation, The Glue, BASIC, Erection, Seduction, A-Spot, Lust, Dark Mountain, G-

Spot, P-Spot & The Ropes)   

 

Second wind – those curious influxes of power-surges in which you feel more alive because there is an 

appreciable energy generated spontaneously through a burst of meaning heretofore unimagined.  Meaning 

creates and/or summons energy—it does not conform to nor transform from a prior reservoir.  Meaning is 

the only thing in the world that generates energy that SOON (seemingly out of nothing).  With the second 

wind one breaks the inner barrier and enters the rare “Zone of 20 Om”—the PlayForce—where you’re no 

longer playing the GAME, the game is seemingly playing you.  Your True Self has consciously taken over 

the helm of the ego-robot-valet for the duration of the second wind (an episode of combined self-awakening 

with self-remembering).  It is not the crisis itself that creates or activates the flow of vital energy; it is our 

unconditioned and unconditional response to it.  Second wind is a marshalling (summoning) of vital 

reserves.  William James asserts, and I concur, that our body-minds are capable of a far wider and much 

deeper range of response than we ever demand of them.  Second wind is tripping the circuit breakers and 

overriding the shutdown process that normal limitations circumscribe.  (See: PlayForce, Self-Awakening, 

Third Door, Self-Remembering, The Zone, Law of Three, Holonomics, Alive, Levels, MIA, Urgenics, Law 

of Seven, Robot-Valet, The GAME, Suddenlightenment, Awakeness, Alightenment & Meaning)   

 

seedless knowledge – another’s experience—perhaps quite interesting but non-transferable nonetheless.  

Another’s experience can only be symbolic, theoretical, philosophical, and theological.  I cannot see through 

your eyes, and you cannot feel through my heart.  The only nourishment seedless knowledge has for you is 

to make you thirsty or hanker for your own experience, or deeper still, for your own wisdom to flower 

within yourself after the barriers of knowledge have been removed.  All knowledge is seedless; it is given 

by another; it is borrowed light, and it can never lead to understanding.  Knowledge is never 

understanding—it is an impediment to understanding.  In actual fact, knowledge is a subtle deception of 

understanding.  Understanding can only be yours, knowledge is always of (and from) others.  Understanding 

arises out of your awareness (vertical energy); knowledge arises out of your schooling, tradition or learning 

(horizontal energy).  If you want to understand, you will have to unlearn all you have learned.  If you wish 
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overstanding, you will have to let-go all knowledge and all understanding.  For there to be overstanding, all 

knowledge and understanding must be dropped—the known must cease for the timeless unknown to be.  

Only in the Template of Oneness can overstanding arise and with it, the Invisible and the Unknown.  

Understanding is of the unknown; knowledge is of the known; overstanding is of the unknowable.  

Knowledge is your memory, understanding is your being, and overstanding is your disappearance into the 

timelessness of the Divine.  (See: Knowledge, Understanding, Overstanding, Wisdom, The Unknown, 

Awakening, Tradition, Dogma, Knowingness, Awareness & The Unknowable) 

 

Shox – whatever shakes us up without necessarily waking us up from our stupor of substitute living (layers 

upon layers of mechanical conditioning, identifications, programming, suffering and ego self-defenses) to 

what we ordinarily cannot see.  Successive shocks help us detect and truly see where, if not how, we’re 

getting in our own way of waking up to our original face—our own true nature.  (See: Obscurity, Substitute 

Life, True Self, Awakening, Third-Door, Original Face, Second Wind, Conditioning & Obviousness) 

 

Smidgen Division – Majoring in the minors—stuck in the weeds—always following, never taking heed or 

the lead.  You follow your trampled dreams to an early and shallow grave.  Thinking small and missing it all 

while others are just having a ball.  More focus on the hocus-pocus as the locus—enjoying being the center 

of inattention.  More lost chance than last chance as you flash a pass on the curtain call for this last dance—

as onlookers peer at you askance.  Why are your dreams so miniscule and the life you lead one of a fool?  

Where’s your vision?  Tunneled into the channel as you picture yourself living larger than the life you’ll 

never lead or leave.  As your life whittles away, you sigh as if to say “not ever enough but no more than just 

a little.”  Ask Chicken Little why the sky is falling.  Maybe he lost his respect for what we take to be gravity 

and the only reality he knows is passing him by as he ascends while everything around him is seemingly 

coming down—slowly in the opposite direction—flowing against the grain without any resistance, 

recollection or strain.  What’s up with you?  Is life living you in vain?  It’s not a choice but a decision, and 

that’s why you lead your life like it was hidden—deep undercover—camouflaged in the Smidgen Division. 

 

Socialist distancing – the ever-expanding and increasing disparity between the haves and the have-nots 

until the Socialist (i.e., monopoly capitalist) Welfare State becomes the Farewell State—farewell to your 

rights, your family, friends and even your life through Plandemics (Coronavirus), $camdemics (Corporate 

State turned Surveillance and Nanny State), 5G bio-weaponized eugenics, starvation, vaccinations, civil 

unrest, genocide and other nefarious LWO (Last World Order) activities that will greatly reduce the world’s 

population by 2030.  Before Social Distancing, we were experiencing the effects of “Socialist 

Distancing”...the ever-widening separation between the “haves” (holders) and the “have-nots” (held-back) 

due to “monopoly capitalism” (centralization of credit in the hands of the State) which by wide academic 

recognition is the core attribute of communism / socialism, in fact, it is the 5th plank of the Communist 

Manifesto.  The litmus test to any political system is what is used as “money” and who controls 

(monopolizes) its “issuance.”  Labels just don’t cut it. Think deeper...learn to access the underlying reality 

behind the truth veneer you’ve been conditioned to hold or have been told. (See: Plandemic, $camdemics, 

Vaccines, Coronavirus, “Monopoly Capitalism,” Exchange, Economics, Matrix Capitalism, Political 

Money, GEO-Dollars, The Farewell State, Trapitalism, Cultural Induction & COVERT-19)  

 

Soilmate – someone who will grow with you while working on each other’s issues kept buried in our 

subconscious—hidden in the dark from the world.  Soilmates will get down-and-dirty with you to help bring 

things to light within yourself but will never “do you dirty” in the process.  Soilmates dig up stuff within us 

so that we can better dig ourselves, you dig?  Soilmates create and water the secret garden often spoken of 

but rarely accessed or experienced by express-lane lovers who through disposable relationships and junk sex 
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enjoy the superficial short-lived euphoric surface ride of lust-mistaken-for-love until things start coming to 

light from the backseat (e.g. our past hurt, unresolved issues and unowned aspects of ourselves).  Whatever 

remains unprocessed and therefore unresolved in the dark causes us to repeat the failures and miss the mark.  

Soilmates don’t seek the spotlight of day (recognition and appreciation) to help you on your way.  Soilmates 

shed light on our shadow selves to help us blossom into our potential as fully integrated human beams of 

limitless love and light.  (See: Stroll-mates, Layaway Love, Disposable Relationships, Junk Sex, Intimacy, 

Relationships, Matchstick Memories, Fleshback, Relationships, Romantic Love & Maybe Love) 

 

Soul – Solace Of Unconditional Love—a state (temporary self-relational aspect) of impersonal 

Consciousness within which all sense of separation from the one Life (Love) dissolves. 2) the essential 

being of a hue-man in direct relation to the universe and all that appears, which it is part and parcel of. 3) the 

interpreter and determiner of values. 4) sacred non-identification. 5) a “state” of consciousness within which 

all sense of separation from Life and identification with ego dissolves. 6) the reign of righteousness (reality 

consciousness) within resonating without. 7) unconditioned body-neutrality, i.e., the body-mind that one 

currently inhabits is the source of both pain and pleasure. 8) a morphogenic holographic force field within 

consciousness. 9) the individuated form of divine intelligence that animates personality; positively charged 

light-wave power. 10) a template of the body’s experience (memory engram) in the flesh; the template of 

one’s experience while you’re walking around in this really unreal illusion (passing show) that you call life 

(“the real world.”) 11) a non-physical aspect of one’s total Self. 12) a formless, immaterial unit of relative 

awareness.  Soul is an egoic misnomer for Spirit—the whole network of relationships spanning and 

spinning throughout everything that is.  Soul is to Spirit as wave is to ocean—an illusion of separate or 

distinct existence apart from source.  Everyone is of the same Spirit, but we experience it from different 

points of view, in different places, at different times seemingly as different souls.  The Spirit that we all 

share is the totality of the whole, we experience it individually as a funktion we imagine to be the soul.  

Nothing is distinctly happening to you uniquely as a soul, you are the happening itself.  The sun does not 

need to shine on itself.  We are all “Shine-nese.”  Shine your light for the world to see like a beacon 

beaming out into the nighttime expanse of the vast sea (the darkness of mass unconsciousness—

domesticated populace).  Soul is the essence-seed of any idea—the essence, idea or light of man in the 

image of Divine Intelligence—an extension of the Divine plan of manifestation (creation)—of an eternal 

nature in the creative process of becoming or realization of Being.  Soul is our conception of the indwelling 

aspects of Self.  Soul is that holographic essence permeating organisms that enable them to retain their sense 

of undivided wholeness (uninterrupted consciousness continuum) even when their material structure is split 

into bits…there is still reality in every byte.  Your soul is your invisible body-mind complex, and your body 

is your visible soul in form.  You do not realize the soul—you discharge back (dissolve) into its cosmic 

ocean of Emptiness.  The soul vanishes with the demise of the body-mind organism.  The soul exists only 

because we deny, ignore, or have forgotten our unicity with (suspended in and extended as) the Divine.  The 

soul is therefore an interface needed only until we realize our own transformation into a whole new mode of 

Being beyond reconnection with the Source and synthesis of the human aspect and divine aspect of the One 

Being.  As long as there is a sense of duality—the soul will act as an interface until you smile as the original 

face of God, after unraveling the cosmic joke within the divine comedy of the Passing Show.  Spirit informs 

us through the interface of the soul that one does not have a god, but that one is God-Self-Divine.  How do 

we persuade true believers (religionists and ideologists alike) to look within reality for the truths they think 

exist (in absoluteness)?  You cannot snatch relativity out of reality.  Promoters of truths illusions (the soul 

included) never spend much time probing the nature of the Greater Quantum Reality—nonduality—or the 

Unseen Self.  Only in the Template of Duality or through the filter of duality (a reality system we were born 

into experienced as duality) is the concept of soul applicable.  In the Template of Oneness, the soul envelope 

that keeps us separate dissolves).  Birth and death are simply transition portals into and out of physical form.  
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When we dissolve the filters of duality, we realize that our True Selves are eternal. (See: Entanglement, 

Source, Realigion, Spirit, Salvation, True Self, Template of Duality, Love, Anontology, Invisible, Template 

of Oneness, Elsewhere, Personhood, Body, Duality, Impersonality, Greater Reality, Ma’at, Universal 

Consciousness, Immortality, Third-Door, Spirituality, Totality, Unicity, Savior-Self & Summum) 

 

Spinfidels – coin-operated individuals in the print and visual Hypnomedia who twist issues, facts, and 

predicaments of people into ready-made labels that demonize and/or marginalize anyone who questions the 

purported veracity, jurisdiction, accuracy, enforcement, rationale, or authority of the twin-towering status 

quo—Corporate State and Corporate Religion.  Spinfidels are those who believe in the doctrine of Original 

Spin and get paid (and even sometimes laid) for spinning it.  “Loyalty to petrified opinion never broke a 

chain or freed a human soul.” —Mark Twain (Samuel Clements). (See: Richcraft, Hypnomedia, MEDIA, 

NEWS, Coin-Operated, Corporate State, T.V., Predictive Programming, Propaganda & Corporate Religion)  

 

Split-Mind – perceived dualism within duality perceived as being humanity’s usual condition—the crack in 

the cosmic egg. 2) reasoning by comparison of opposites. 3) the separation of mind and matter; body from 

mind. 4) conceptual thinking. 5) the fragmented object seeing of the ordinary mind and processing thinking.  

All phenomena must be paired, as the senses are only equipped to perceive differences—distinctions in 

contrast one to another.  Split-Mind is the subject/object perspective, perception or orientation that severs 

your attention from the direct experience of the One.  The banana-split monkey-mind has the property of 

dividing (splitting) everything it encounters into two, as the thinking mind is a duality itself.  The split-mind 

is like a lonely schizophrenic—your self split in two, even your family members wonder, just which one of 

them is you.  When the “me,” the split-monkey mind, attempts to be “myself” it’s like stepping into Baskin 

Robbins.  Let’s see that’s 32 flavors of me, there has to be another.  Ah yes, that trifling imbecile that 

disappointed mother.  Lucky schizophrenic, the world envies you.  When you try to be yourself, you’re only 

split in two.  The split-mind has healed into its wholeness when you are able to see your (original) face 

without the aid of a mirror or eyesight.  The split-mind is the “me” concept; the whole mind (the original 

face) is the True Self. Split-mind is the usual or typical but unnatural state in which perception is separated 

into the percipient and her perception.  Identification with your mind artificially bifurcates reality and 

distorts the true nature of underlying relationships, and furthermore, creates a thought-based projector on 

one’s screen of consciousness responsible for creating the triple illusion of separateness between you and 

yourself; of you and a totally distinct and separate “other” human entity; in addition to “you” and a totally 

disjointed physical world or physical reality that is objectively “out there.”  Western religious traditions (at 

the mythical level of consciousness) perpetuate a deadening dichotomy between mind and matter.  There is 

no preeminence of or reduction into one over the other, but an interaction (co-arising) of the body and mind 

as the body-mind or mind-body.  Consciousness is not independent of the material world even though it is 

the source of its manifestation in space-time.  Consciousness itself arises conditioned by name and form.  

There is no organization of consciousness (regardless of level) without the covalent conditions constituent to 

its dawning.  Man delivered from the theory of two minds split asunder—conceptual thinking—or the 

monkey-mind syndrome—is ushered by reflection into the realization that he is none other than the living 

Christ, or ‘Homo Divinitas’ unfolding from within, expressed as each awakened individual.  In a state of 

nonduality (healed split-mind) we overstand that each one individually is God simply waiting to be Self-

realized as such.  (See: Kia, Reversion, Alchemisphere, Whole-Mind, Duality, Samsara, Nirvana, Karma, 

Template of Oneness, Not-Self, Experience, Introception, In-Seeing, God, Homecoming, Self-Realization, 

Advaita, I-System, Incomplete Action, Justification, Right, Wrong, Buddha, Path of Return, Hohm, 

Mirrorealization, Hybridge, Mind-Inversion, Mindsets, Nonduality, Entitification & Mirror) 
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Tao – the way, manner or path along which all things move (implies following nature as a guide) and come 

to be. 2) the life-force found in men, women, children and things that are imperfect and/or incomplete, i.e. in 

a state of potentiality that precedes definition. 3) the flow of events between psychic channels. 4) the Prime 

Imperative. 5) the unelectable and inexhaustible energy-flow of nature. 6) the ability to arrive without 

traveling. 7) the mathematical relativity of value as a just means of measurement in dynamic equilibrium, 

i.e., not a static measurement of one thing in itself, but a measurement of the relation between a thing and 

another juxtaposed against all possible values and options. 8) that which happens of itself. 9) the art of 

living by following or creating only the way that comes naturally.  Tao is always unoccupied, yet it leaves 

nothing undone.  “Where the Dow replaces the Tao, all life becomes desecrated.” ~ Frederick Franck.  (See: 

I Ching, Process, T’ai Chi, Zen,  PlayForce, Prime Imperative, Realigion, Buddha, Impermanence, Change, 

Third Door, Volition, Free Will, Disformulation, Neuralism, Tantra, Second Wind, Spanda Karikas, Pure 

Consciousness, Pure Space, Totality, Eternity, Infinity, Tantrika, FLOW, Totality, The Tao & Channel) 

 

temptation – an irresistible force at work on a movable body.  No one can be tempted about what he or she 

does not value. 2) passive observation without active realization.  The real meaning of temptation isn’t a 

moral issue between doing this and not doing that—as long as we remain asleep, mechanical, and unself-

aware—because in this state, it’s already known what we will do, for we cannot do otherwise.  Predictability 

in the unawakened is sin (missing the mark).  It is only when we become awakened to that which is real in 

ourselves that we can be tempted to descend to a lower vibration level of being.  Overstand that temptation 

lies between levels (of consciousness or states of being) not within them.  Matter-energy evolves through 

levels of being and dimensions of consciousness—the lower the vibration frequency, the lower the density 

of matter, and the more influences and laws to which it is subject.  Naturally, the more mechanical the 

world, the more laws (more clashing, chaos and violence) and less natural order; conversely, the more 

conscious worlds have fewer laws, more natural order, more intelligence, and more degrees of phfreedom, 

creativity and love.  All things are relative to the world in which they exist.  Temptation is going out of this 

world (descending through a vibration threshold) where the reality of oneness fragments into apparent 

separation (illusion of duality)—self and object of desire being distinctly apart.  Is temptation without 

realization any worse than temptation without representation?  (See: Woo, Mechanical Man, Pixilated 

People, Choice, Free Will, Free Attention, Will, Law, Rules, Consciousness, Phfreedom, Guilt, Sin, Shame, 

Bitchcraft, Mindfulness, Subconscious Mind, Conditioning, SMOKE, Evil, The Devil & Tiptation) 

 

The Path – Self-discovery; the inroad to the outroad—the fundamental intra-psychic process within one’s 

authentic Self.  The Path is one of unlearning first then learning how to stop denying and start living the 

subjective truth that is already within; to “be” in truth-life rather than “ego-do” through one’s concept of 

life.  The path into your movie of reality is your Path to freedom from it through Self-inquiry and self-

analysis—examining your motives, attitudes and qualities leading to trust in the validity of your 

discernment through intuitiveness and self-observation. an openness and welcoming of that which you 

always-already are to find its way back to your awareness of it.  The great path comes into being in the very 

walking—from now-here to Elsewhere.  Before a man can be born, he must first die in Self.  The Path 

demands everything that a man has before allowing him to unfold within.  The path is unique as each of 

those on it—every man his own lamp and path in realization of the Self.  “The gateway can be shown, but 

the path must be found alone.” ~ Ray Griggs.  Quite perplexing is the fact that if you look down at the 

path—you’ll be surprised to find there is none.  The Path is an inner journey into yourself—the True Self—

Buddha-Nature.  There is nowhere to go to get to what you always-already are.  You don’t have to belong to 

anything or anyone to know, edit, and become the subjective truth—the evolvement of Self—becoming 

one’s history—the hidden Source also named the watercourse way.  When a woman becomes herself 

everything returns to its rightful place, for that woman knows her history, and her history informs her 
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through Self that she does not have a god, but that she is a god—God-Self-Divine.  The ‘Path’ strictly 

speaking is not a path from somewhere to somewhere, but a recognition of the ‘Now-before’ as what we are 

timelessly in the Forevermore.  What you are does not refer to time or space.  “Just the path is 

enlightenment, just enlightenment is the path.” ~ The Buddha.  The Path is walking alone on one’s own 

road, which is in and through one’s own being.  “We travel on a journey that was accomplished before we 

set out.” ~ P.D. Ouspensky.  The concept of a path is a hype that we use as long as we identify ourselves as 

ego or claim possession of one.  The ultimate wisdom is in everyone—the Kingdom of Heaven is within!  

SaviorSelf Now!  (See: “Holding Balance,” Souljourn, Hohm, The Passing Show, Tao, Elsewhere, 

Neuralasticity, Journey, Inner Work, Buddha-Nature, The Hidden Cry, Self-Inquiry, The Way, God-Self-

Divine, The Moment, Remergence, Phfree Agents, Self-Realization, Salvation & “Letting Be”) 

 

The Present – We don’t, and can’t (due to delays) access the present (much less respond to it) in so-called 

real-time.  Delays make the present—the Literal Present—invisible, inaccessible and meaningless.  

Strangely, the present is beyond knowing.  Strangely, human awareness is trapped in the past—the Dream-

Past.  We think we respond in the present when reality it is to the past.  The present contains nothing but 

dynamic energy states—changing and changing ceaselessly forever.  Even as you hold your hand right 

before your eyes, the hand you behold (see) belongs to the past.  A delay (i.e. transit of neuron messages and 

human reaction time) of a tiny fraction of a nanosecond is sufficient to locate it out of the present.  All that 

we see, people, buildings, trees and passing cars, belong to the past.  This is due to the delay between 

change and the moment we become aware of it.  Human awareness is never up-to-date.  The very faculty 

that guides our lives is hopelessly stuck in the past—which does not “exist now.”  We are only watching 

dreams.  The kisses from you “boo” who loves you belong to a dream—a drama-dream projected by 

Consciousness.  The delay in becoming aware is very slight but totally sufficient to locate the experience out 

of the present.  The Literal Present contains nothing but energy at the instant of change.  There can be no 

feedback loop (for meaning or relationship) when the Literal Present is without duration.  For meaning, we 

must have relationships.  Only Consciousness can hover over the future (anticipation), present 

(actualization), and past (memory) to ponder on the relationships between them.  As the future and past are 

non-actual, they are subjective.  Subjective reality is an exclusive funktion of consciousness, which implies 

design, and logically, a Higher Consciousness, though quire unlike our “mythistorical” anthropomorphic 

gods of truth.  (See: Literal Present, Dream-Past, Future, Space-Time, Infinity & Quantum Physics) 

 

Third-Door – the way into—deep within—down to the Essence, as well as, the way out of mundane duality 

of observitude.  If and when you ever pass (dematerialize) through the Third-Door, dissolution of 

attachment to any personal identity effortlessly happens.  The Third-Door is invisible and imperceptible 

except to the activated Third Eye.  The Third-Door is neither an entrance nor an exit door—it is however, an 

expansion of the Heart directly into the love and numinous dancing emptiness that underlies existence.  The 

Third-Door can be considered a trap door, inasmuch as if you fail to find it; you’re forever trapped in 

observitude, attachment and separation.  The Third-Door, however, is not a construct; it is a deconstruction 

(annihilation) of the personal identity, leaving the radiant True Self—the interiority of Being anterior to 

space and time.  Just on the illusion side of the Third-Door is seeking; crossing the threshold (plane of Self-

Awareness) is the Awakening; the other side is embodying and abiding in what you are—not a human 

being, but a being a conscious human expression of Oneness.  Through the Third-Door, you as the One has 

awakened to itself out of the slumber of apparent separation into No-Mind—Pure Awareness—Awakeness.  

To cross the threshold of the Third-Door one must have come by way of the trinity of Infinity—No-Mind, 

No-Thought, and No-Reflection.  The Third-Door is a trans-dimensional doorway, a gap or wrinkle in 

reality, through which we may enter into timelessness—the Eternal Now—accessed only by those who have 

undergone a transformation of self into No-Self Realization.  The Third-Door is the beginning of your 
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journey beyond Enlightenment.  Many are the ways to the Third-Door, there is no “only way” associated 

with the Third-Door.  The Third-Door is not the Only Way, but only The Way takes you across the 

threshold of Radiant Emptiness—No-Mind—the fruit of No-Self Realization.  If you are searching for the 

reality of your being, not just knowledge or truth about it, but genuine realization, you must strip-search 

your ego, drop your conventional mind and leave your walking shoes at the welcome mat of the Third-Door 

(of no return).  (See: Awakeness, No-Mind, Unbirthday, Observitude, Openness, The Lamp, Attachment, 

Beacon, Hohm, Misidentification, Elsewhere, Grace, The Way, Tao, Unknowing, Munen, Mastar, Beacon, 

Disidentification, Enlightenment, Zen, The Unborn, Spiritual Insurance, Endarkenment, HOE, Second 

Wind, Third Eye, Identification, Enlivenment, Body-Mind, Heart, Buddha, Heart, Guru-Consciousness, 

Morph, Vineyard, Seven Centers, Upper Room, Deep-See Diving, Seeking First & Observitude) 

 

Truth-Based Truth – an infinite regression of truth that begins and ends in truth.  It does not stand-alone 

but is true if and only if other truths are true.  It is illegitimate, inauthentic, arbitrarily erratic, error-prone, 

obsessive, and presumes divine authority or logical foundations in eternal verities.  Why camouflage 

yourselves with truth when reality pierces all guises and disguises?  If you know the difference between the 

nature of truth and the nature of reality, all else is mere formality.  (See: Reality-Based Truth, Eternal 

Verities, Proof, Axiom, Subjective Truth, Bi-Polar Truth, Truth Editor, Limits, Certainty, Perfection, 

Impermanence, Uncertainty, Dream-Past, Literal Present, Change, Coercion, Fear & Absolute Truth) 

 

unanswering – impersonally undressing a question in order to address the unasked question behind the 

question—the question which the person whom asking it is unconsciously hiding, or was simply unaware.  

Most expect a personalized answer in words.  However, unanswering goes beyond the LOW (Level of 

Words) and reveals unto you the Most HIGH (Holy Inner Gnosis Hidden) deep within you unknown and 

therefore untapped.  Unanswering addresses the real and unconditional, not the artificial conditions (scale of 

impressions) within the limited process of the constricted mind in linear time.  When questions arising begin 

unanswering themselves—you have tapped into your Neuralism and the duality between questioner and 

questioning dissolves into pure knowingness.  Unanswering undresses the contradiction between what we 

say and what we feel while exposes the rift between fact and fiction, and the cleft between the truth and the 

reality of the real.  When you crave reality but are too starved on truth served on pastor’s plate to know that 

it merely has you bloated—feeling filled but never fulfilled—then and only then will unanswering make any 

sense to you.  The real question is rarely the one we think it is; the real answer is in the psylence beyond 

silence—allowing the unanswering.  (See: Neuralism, Solution, Awakening, Questions, Answers, Soul-

lutions, Self-Remembering, Ph.F. Degree, Words, Psylence, Stillness, HID, Silence & Neuralasticity) 

 

Unhappiness – the result of misinterpretation of life’s changing events through attachment to them. 2) the 

result of apparent privation. 3) the aberrated state of conventional society that creates, trains and transmits 

unbalanced psycho-emotive traits to “individuals” through the limiting and inimical effects of retentive 

accumulation, i.e., the retention of toxins, psychic debris, plastic religion, false-face friends, compensatory 

fantasies, illusions, exitless delusions, junk, junk food, acculturated viruses, etc. that in an aggregate, heavily 

distort one’s bodily self-awareness, while entertaining distorted imagery, symbolism and illusory 

thoughtforms about reality. 4) the chronic inability to eliminate consistently, consciously and efficiently in 

various ways and on various psycho-physiological levels. 5) the inability to release, let-go, to be continuous 

and wholly attuned with and in the present moment of existence. 6) conflict between the inner being and the 

outer becoming. 7) the loss of one’s true identity—the True Self—and thus displaced, lost in space.  Some 

people will never allow themselves to be happy—much less taste the very joy of their essential being.  

Unhappiness is generated by a sense of separation, lack and a dearth of slack, by the sense of ‘distance’ 

between the real and unreal, the actual and the ideal—in short, by unfulfilled desire.  Ultimately, 
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unhappiness is a retardation of the eliminative capacity, which is fundamental to healthy well-being.  The 

body-mind complex cannot accumulate and stand free at the same time.  Unhappiness is distilling and then 

“re-presenting” reality from objective truth; happiness is learning to distill, refine, and eagerly edit truth 

from subjective reality through pattern recognition and meaningful relationships that derive from them.  One 

reason why people are so unhappy is that they think there is nothing that they cannot change.  Unhappiness 

is not so much the absence of happiness (or its opposite) than the fact that the spurious self seeks its 

happiness in external circumstances or objects which are fleeting while forever obscuring the true happiness 

inherent in the True Self.  We often try to buy our way out of unhappiness.  The notion that you can buy 

something to make you truly happy is the actual source of unhappiness.  Happiness is a state of being, not a 

state of having.  What happens when you filter everything you have through wanting something else?  Yes, 

unhappiness and a false substitute life.  (See: Happiness, Substitute Life, Active Acceptance, Desire, 

Change, Non-Doing, Misfortune, True Self, Bliss, Bumptizm, Suffering, Paradigm Shift, Enoughness, 

Placebo Syndrome, SLEEP, Awakening, Concepts, Awakeness, PR, Identification, Wu-Wei, Junk Sex, 

Letting Go, Joy, Separate-Self, Learning, Complaints, Knowing, True Identity & Attachment) 

 

Universal Consciousness – the Grand Unicity—a name attributed to that which is formless and timeless; 

the pure plenum or substratum out of which everything—both noumenally and phenomenally—experiences 

Itself. 2) Impersonal Consciousness.  The Universal Consciousness is like a name attributed to a particular 

city—the totality of a particular thing designated.  Universal Consciousness, its nature and its essence is to 

know Itself experientially, and this world is the illusion (false appearance) that was ‘created’ (manifested) to 

accomplish this task.  The illusion is not created out of any material; it exists only in the vision of the one 

who is seeing it.  The seer is the cause of both the seen and the scene.  Without Universal Consciousness 

(God in Its state of eternal Self-unfolding), Man cannot exist, and without Man, God is both unknown and 

unknowable to Itself.  In Universal Consciousness, the limited self pops like a bubble—what’s left is the 

True Self.  As the True Self, we experience and express ourselves in the spiritual and material realms of 

reality through the synthesis of the personal vantage point (human aspect) and the transcendental vantage 

point (divine aspect).  Bridging allows us to expand our awareness from both the notional ego and the “I-

System” through inner body awareness into body-mind-consciousness and transformation back into the 

realization of Universal Consciousness.  (See: Unicity, Cosmic Consciousness, Soul, Bridging, God-Self-

Divine, No-Self Realization, Self-Unfoldment, Seer, True Seeing, Third-Door, Egoing, God & I-System) 

 

unlearning – a process of eliminating obsolete and/or inaccurate foundational concepts by totally 

reorienting one’s methods of accessing, coordinating, juxtaposing and internalizing data, perceptions, 

opinions, facts, truths and subjective reality. 2) awakening to one’s fundamental Self-nature—our ground-

state of Being. 3) the process of uncovering the nature of reality. 4) learning about the art of learning itself.  

The degree to which ignorance falls away is the degree of enlightenment there will be.  With a ruthless 

integrity we must scrutinize our own motives and make the honest effort to determine what our relationship 

to life is really based on.  Those who learn think they are learning the ordinary that can be understood, while 

those who unlearn feel deep within they are embodying the extraordinary that is beyond understanding.  

Unlearning comprises a combination of learning (uncovering) something or realizing that something is 

possible and recovery (the removal of a block) of something that is aboriginal to us, something we’ve 

alienated, denied its rightfully belonging to us.  Unlearning requires keen curiosity, which embodies self-

motivation.  Unlearners learn at will by their own will.  Learning consists of filling; unlearning consists of 

emptying.  Instead of filling with answers—empty of questions.  Questions confine answers.  When you are 

clear of questions, answers are unbound—free to arise of their own volition no longer held hostage by them.  

Unlearning is reformatting our gestalt in order to uncover and recover one’s dormant or arrested potential 
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through Self-Overstanding—the inner quest to the realization of the Overself.  (See: The Tao, Unanswering, 

Questions, Questioning, Overself, Unique Self, Unseen Self, Searching, Stillness & Seeking) 

 

Veralgia – a neologism derived from the Greek ‘veritas’ meaning truth and ‘algos’ meaning pain, i.e., the 

pain associated with seeing some things as they are—coming to grips with the reality of one’s erroneous or 

discredited beliefs about something that previously held a psycho-emotional and influential place as one’s 

highest truth (experience and perception of reality).  Once you face reality you’re on the Frequency where 

truth hertz.  The truth will set you free once you get over having been deluded by its illusions for so long.  

(See: YOYO, The Truth, Final Truth, True Seeing, Pain, Truth-Based Truth, SLAP-House, Template of 

Duality, Triangulation, Attachment, Suffering, “Believage,” Democracy & Reality-Based Truth) 

 

Verigaps – openings through which torrents of weirdly beautiful events rush out to make their impressions 

on reality and consciousness.  To physicists a verigap is chaos, to religion it is sin, to astronomers it is fudge 

factors, and to illumined Phfreemasons it is slack.  (See: Axiom, Truth, True, Reality, Absolute Truth, 

Proof, Limits, Slack, Lucifer, Oneiric Awareness, Metaphors, Creative Process & Revelatory Truth) 

 

vertical – timelessness; accommodating to the unknown; essence and deeper seeing presence—higher-to-

lower impact—the influx of grace; descent of the whole.  With the vertical, the totality unfolds its 

wholeness, touching all levels of existence through the frequencies of the Heart-Center.  Verticality extends 

consciousness work (“relational work,” Greater Work, Inner Work, etc.) across a larger swath and deeper 

strata of society, to include power-wielding eugenics-minded parasitic elites, statists, benevolent-leaning 

elites, and decision-makers on one hand and the poor, fear-addled, justice-seeking and marginalized on the 

other.  The vertical is the umbilical cord of the Infinite into the finite dimension.  On the upbeat, we ascend 

to reflect the whole more fully.  On the downbeat, the Infinite (superordinate reality) induces, introduces and 

infuses greater order, harmony and complexity.  Descent and ascent, originating and returning all occur 

simultaneously—as one Vital Flow; the Divine Cosmic rhythm on The One.  “Vertical   (See: Nine Forty-

Five, Eternity, Time, Deep-See Diving, Horizontal, Wholeness, Grace, Ancient Duo, Holy Pocket, The One, 

Heart-Center, Wholism, Ascension, Seeing, Deathlessness, Infinitarian, Timelessness & God-Self-Divine) 

 

vicariousity – being curious enough to ask the penetrating questions or challenge cherished assumptions but 

too coward to do it for one’s self and act authentically through one’s self, i.e., existentially.  Pixilated people 

all-too-often live vicariously through a favorite Luminary, Guru or Altar ego (Reverend, Rabbi or Imam) in 

order to remain socially innocuous and apathetic within the politically erect dogmatic Spectacle Society.  

(See: Pixilated People, Rebel, Authentic, Luminary, Realigion, RABID, Spectacle Society & UP) 

 

viewpoints – misperceptions based on the faulty and disparate (varying and divergent) ideas of truth in the 

face of reality. 2) inaccurate and distorted depictions of reality that are formulated as much as by what we 

bring to what we see as that which we see (interpret).  Good can never arise from a distillation of Truth; 

good has to be anterior and antecedent to the cloudy misperceptions and distortions of the Truth.  Our 

viewpoints are based on the frames (windows—boxed in view) through which we see and make sense of the 

world as well as nonsense in the world.  If your view originates from a point, then you’re missing the mark 

and the point.  “I’m just another point of view—I’m just a reflection of you.  No matter what anyone tries to 

do; the world can’t turn me against you.” ~ Bootsy Collins.  (See: The World, Truth, General Semantics, 

Interpretation, Marriage Feast, Nonduality, Perception, Egoing, Identification, Deep-See Diving, Perception, 

True Seeing, Worldview, Rehearsed, Bubble, Perspective, Meaning, Semiotics, Language & FRAMES) 
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wedlocked – giving her the ring (so that she can give you the finger).  All-to-often we find ourselves going 

from groom to gloom—from chum to glum.  So many “lovers” lock each other up in what they imagine to 

be love, throw away the key, and spend the rest of their lives looking for it (in all the wrong places with all 

the wrong faces).  Men and women (husbands and wives) have created a thousand and one barriers around 

themselves so that they all-to-often remain disconnected (in numbing emotional pain) together.  In wedlock, 

we often imprison our ego-selves in an institution that creates the very pain and loneliness you wish to be 

protected from.  (See: Marriage, Ego-Based Love, Compromise, Matrimony, Divorce, Matchstick 

Memories, Boredom, Relationships, Strayforce, Separation, Monogamy, Commitment & “Relationships”) 

 

Words – static symbols.  Since words are static, languages (through the artifice of words) do a lot of 

injustice to life and our impressions of (both virtual and notional) reality.  In reality, nothing is static in 

life.  So when we impose and superimpose static words on life, which “is” dynamic, not to mention 

dream-like, we are committing a huge mistake (sinning; missing the mark).  That is our big injustice 

towards life.  By using static words day and night, we forget the reality.  Words are mere linguistic force 

fields; wet, slippery semantic memes; kaleidoscopic mappings onto virtual and notional realities which 

themselves vary between person to person and reader and writer from instant to instant.  Words need to 

breathe without sacrificing the meanings we seek to impart in the writing or speaking of them.  (See: 

General Semantics, Language, The Word, Poetry, Semiotics, Symbols, Sign, Word & Logos) 

 

Worthship – the intra-communion (divine polaric contact) of spiritual Being with the kingdom of heaven 

within. 2) the non-dualistic awareness and abidance in the bliss of the eternal Self (impersonal 

Consciousness). 3) the synthesis of interpersonal (omni-directional) love and impersonal inward meditation.  

Worthship is the subjective adult or grown-up version of the childish objective game of what passes for 

ritualized religious worship. 4) the overstanding that you are the unfolding presence of God Itself as you—

never dislodged from the Ever-All that Ever Is—the funktioning of the Totality. 5) reciprocating love in The 

Word.  (See: Unicity, The Void, Whole Mind, Grace, Worship, Self-Cultivation, The Word, Seven Centers, 

Upper Room, Holistic View, True Relationship, Vineyard, Mindfulness, Infinitarian & The Word) 

 

YOYO – You’re On You Own.  You are not alone—but you are most certainly on your own.  Until you 

realize that in your life YOYO, your guest appearance in this movie-like-life (the Passing Show) will 

continue to be characterized by bouts of highs and lows, ups and downs, illusions and delusions, negativity, 

self-deception, self-denials and self-betrayals.  Welcome to the real world—naked out and naked in.  

Welcome to the mean world—I will rush in like the wind.  (See: Passing Show & Self-Realization) 

 

You – a mirage—not an optical illusion—but an optimal allusion.  When you can finally see that I’m clearly 

not myself (i.e., personal self), you will realize the eternal (Unseen Self) wherein we both abide outside of 

split-mind and space-time.  If you could describe yourself in one world, what world would that be?  Very 

few people ever meet the “you” that you never answer to—that includes family and even your lovers too. 

 

zakklies – what you have when your breath smells zakkly like your butt. 2) Bromopnea. 3) buttock’s breath. 

 

Zeman – (Hebrew)—time set aside for the study of Self with no expectation of deriving material gain 

therein. 2) robbing one of his or her expectation of having all of the “money” at the exact moment that it 

comes to belong to him or her.  Time can be converted into what we use as “money” (symbolic frozen 

work), but not all the time we have should be converted into “money.”  It is better to store livelihood in 

nature, than in “money.”  A profit today that will cost us tomorrow is not wealth.  Exchange facilitates our 

responsibilities to and through each of us, the ecology, our progeny, our ancestors, and to all others.  
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THE GAME 
 

 

The G.A.M.E. – The Global And Mental Enterprise.  The G.A.M.E. is the inverse symmetry of a dynamic unity 

played out through the polarization and integration of the content of consciousness within the global and mental 

hemispheres.  The Game is the totality of processes encountered as the unfolding drama of human consciousness in 

direct conflict with itself.  You can never remove yourself from the Game, only improve yourself (your condition 

and relative position) within the Game.  The Game is “psycho-global”—it is played out until you play yourself out, 

i.e., get played-off the board of contention or played into it by neutralizing (reconciling) the internal competition.  

The trick or art to the Game is not in winning, but paradoxically, in losing—discarding the things, desires and 

memes that already exist as or become obstacles to your overstanding the very nature of the GAME itself.  The 

Game isn’t really a game even though it is played like one.  In the Game, you’re not “up against” anyone but 

your own concept of yourself.  You know you’re deeper in the Game when you begin to realize you only have 

yourself to blame—regardless of the schematics and the dramatics or the excuses and abuses—it’s all the same.  

The Game is a theatre but it is not a play (the movement of a piece acting to displace another piece) but an interplay 

(a subtle movement toward peace—dynamic balance and inner harmony).  There are no points in the GAME but 

there is definitely a point to the Game.  The Game therefore, isn’t about scores; the Game underscores the chaos in 

which we find ourselves along with the fact that apparent triumph is never conclusive but ever illusive—and that’s 

only half of the story as you rush to bust your moves like they were last-in, first-out inventory.  When your game 

gets twisted tight, you’ll overstand that everything leaks even though appearing airtight.  In the GAME, thinking 

that something is “foolproof” is simply the proof that you’re a fool!  Taking the GAME for granted is like 

wanting something while knowing it’s a bad habit.  The GAME is subject to gravity, paradox, levity, and 

uncertainty—equally for both you and me.  The only visible difference is the brevity of our view that fails to 

encompass the chain-reaction (nested impact) of all that we imagine to do (whether we act on those thought-forms 

or otherwise fail to).  The Game is not something to win; it is an environment (an existential and dialectical setting) 

or dimension you learn to transform you while delving deep into the kingdom within.  In the Game, a nemesis is an 

un-owned (or unacknowledged) aspect of yourself that you must encounter and overcome to get beyond this—this 

eternal conflict between two rival (antagonistic) irresolvable opposites—winning and losing.  When you place the 

losing before the winning you have removed the emphasis on winning without losing and reconfigured it as LAW 

(losing and winning).  It is through the energy animating the spirit of the whole that the GAME gets its soul.  

Whenever we are at a loss to seek or find a “win-win” that is when the Game comes in.  The Game provides the 

structure for the play, but it is also the content of the interplay (meaningful synergistic pattern) forming and 

performing order (balance) through chaos.  The GAME is the Third-force or Omega Consciousness that reveals the 

second implicate we must first come to realize as Essence—the underlying state of the GAME reframed.  The 

GAME is cyclic and ceaseless and it takes transformative vision to see this.  The Game is a form unseen, but not 

unfelt.  You get a good feeling for the Game by working with the hand that you’ve been dealt.  All hands are 

determined by what are made of them.  Even better the odds; if you play your cards better, you’ll get better cards!  

The Game is both the stimulus and the receptacle for our innately interdependent psycho-cerebral and neuralistic 

responses to reality in reality as we unwittingly create, encounter and transform it.  Through the Game along with 

our yielding (wielding subtle cultivated tenacity), we generate the capacity to transform (self-generate) ourselves 

shedding into our original True Self—thus becoming or finally re-cognizing (seeing ourselves once again) as the 

GAME rearranged—the MAGE—the magus, the sage, realizing the ageless wisdom and timeless inner beauty of 

applied artistic science—Neuralism—which ushers in the Neuralife—or The GAME on a Higher Plane.  The 

Game doesn’t change—it only appears so from your limited point of view—but through it, you surely can—and 

that’s what it means to overcome your toughest opponent (identification with the phantom Ego) while realizing 

innate wholeness—(the alchemical marriage of feminine ‘psyche’ with masculine ‘techne,’ and, the integration of 

Eros with Agape)—thereby living the blueprint of Life consciously and compassionately from the Heart.  The 

GAME allows us to identify black holes in our consciousness, knowledge vacuums, and reality boxes we build and 

inhabit constructed with bricks from our own conditioning and with the mortar of attachment.  The GAME is the 

metaphysical science of Art, and Thou Art truly Game—as we behold the illusion knowing the reality that 

“any” is “only”—and gladly rejoice and joyfully refrain that everything is everything!!  
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Thoughts… 
 

Does it matter what you’re thinking?  If your thoughts are not matter then it doesn’t matter what you are 

thinking.  If thinking is not matter then it doesn’t matter what I’m thinking about your Thoughts—because 

we’re not really thinking anything unless our thoughts matter.  But the only way you know my thoughts matter 

is if I put my thoughts down on something that’s matter.  But that wouldn’t matter without my Thoughts.  And 

it still wouldn’t matter unless matter was always accompanied by my Thoughts.  In that case everywhere my 

thoughts go matter would have to follow.  But I shouldn’t need that matter because my Thoughts originated 

from a source that was matter.  But before that source was matter there was no matter so that source doesn’t 

matter, huh.  It only matters where matter matters and where’s there’s no matter there’s just thoughts.  Yes, not 

just knee deep, but totally deep…Thoughts.  What were you thinking? 

 

But I can’t think in terms of your thoughts, especially if someone is busy pimping your thoughts.  Sending you 

to the malls to buy more thoughts; injecting you with thought diseases.  So you go back to the store and try to 

return your thoughts—for another pair of thoughts.  But you cannot get your thoughts back without a receipt 

of the calculation of those thoughts (“Hey, but I got my receipt.”)  Oh you do?  So they charge that back to 

your thought card and tell you to keep on thinking.  But you can’t think too much because on your thought 

card you have a thought limit and if you exceed your thoughts, you’ll have to apply for some more thoughts—

or work third shift thoughts to supplement your 9 to 5 thoughts… but Uncle $am is double taxing all those 

thoughts.  And since its Tax Season, you’ll have to pay someone to help figure out your thoughts so you can 

get your thoughts back.  Hey, but I thought I was due for a thought rebate or two.  But, by the time you get 

your thoughts back, you’ve already written checks in the name of those thoughts.  So those thoughts have 

already been spoken for.   And you suddenly realize that you don’t have enough thoughts in the bank.  So you 

go back to the bank and apply for a thought loan.  They call it “credit,” but on second thought, credit and 

interest will get you all caught up into something you shouldn’t have got that you thought you actually had 

bought.  But they don’t be in the business of loaning out thoughts to people who think like you so you try to 

think like people who have more thoughts than you do.  But that’s only because their thoughts had been 

calculated by calculations of their own thoughts, then multiplied back into their own thoughts and truth be told 

that those thoughts came from the Original Thoughts.  And where lie the Original Thoughts?  If the Original 

Thoughts were alive then all of your thoughts are alive too.   

 

They put lies in matter and call that matter of fact and put that matter in a Library, but still can’t define my 

thoughts.  As a matter of fact my thoughts are not matter and they cannot be defined in matter.  Since matter is 

fact, then spirit must be fiction—art fiction, most certainly, meta-fiction.  And what you call a fact today may 

not matter tomorrow—because I’ll define tomorrow as having no facts—only my thoughts.  But you know 

what?  You people all think alike.  And that’s why stupid thoughts don’t get along with conspiracy thoughts 

and thoughts that used to get hung don’t get along with thoughts that use to hang, and crack-head thoughts stay 

dependent on thoughts that sling, while, thoughts that sling get arrested by thoughts that used to hang while 

conspiracy thoughts be like “look y’all, it’s all the same thing.”  And stupid thoughts be like, hanging on their 

own thoughts.  Because they never understood that they never had their own thoughts in the first place.  

Because every thought that was ever thought of by anyone at any given time in any give place had already 

been thought of by someone who also thought that he was the first person to think about those same damn 

thoughts.  —From the quill of the real Aqiyl. 
 

 
BEWARE OF THE THOUGHT POLICE 

READ DR. BLYND’S “FUNKTIONARY®”  
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      FUNK THE DICTIONARY! 

 

      READ THE FUNKTIONARY!! 

 

    YOUR LITERARY LIFE COM PANION…  
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ORDERING INFORMATION FOR  

THE  GOOD DR. BLYND’S  

ABRIDGED VERSION OF HIS 

 LEGENDARY ENPSYCHLOPEDIA 

 

“F U N K T I O N A R Y” ® 

$100.00 
(Plus Shipping Cost  --  Worldwide Delivery) 

 
 Approximately700 pages (8” x 10.5” format; 10 point font); 

 34 pages of graphics, vintage photos, scartoons and thought-provoking images; 

 Over 4,000 words, terms, and concepts decoded, redefined, coined or codified; 

 Over twenty-three years in the making and now yours for the Rude Awakening. 

 

www.funktionary.net 
 

 

Alternative Forms of Acceptable “Payment” include: 

 

 
 

All Book Ordering, Lectures & General Inquiries Directed To:  
 

EMAIL:   drblynd@yahoo.com 

 

Kindly Allow Up to 7 Business Days for Delivery on Book Orders. 

 

Correspondence, feedback, rants, raves or inquiries will be 

 answered or expedited immediately upon receipt… 

 

…Or hit a brother up @ phone:   

240-447-6146 (EST) 
 

ONLY YOU CAN TRANSFORM & SAVIORSELF 

SO…BY ALL MEANS FREE YOUR MIND & WATCH YOUR ASS 

BEFORE THE AFTERTHOUGHT-POLICE STATE COMES TO PASS 


